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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS
MARIA W. STEWART: AMERICA'S FIRST BLACK FEMINIST
by
Jennifer Anne Garcia
Florida International University, 1998
Miami, Florida
Professor Linda Strong-Leek, Major Professor
Maria W. Stewart was the first American-born and the
first African-American woman known to address a mixed
audience, from 1831 to 1833, and publish her essays and
speeches. The purpose of this thesis is to examine
Maria W. Stewart's acts of defiance--as the first public
representation of Black Feminism: demanding that white
America end slavery and grant rights to black men and
women, re-appropriating the hegemonic, patriarchal codes
which have significant social power by exposing their
inconsistencies and deconstructing their ideologies, voicing
the truth about the status of African-American women in
early nineteenth-century America, and challenging Black
women to become entrepreneurs and (as she did) acquire an
education, establish schools, and take an active role in
their community.
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CHAPTER ONE
SILENCED VOICES HEARD
1
CHAPTER ONE: SILENCED VOICES HEARD
The study and analysis of African-American
literature is essential in recovering some of the silenced
voices in an effort to piece together the remnants of our
American history, literature, and culture. However, until
recently, studies focused mainly on the Black male
experience. Historians Loewenberg and Bogin state that
Omission of woman's role and woman's story
shrivels the evidence at hand for analysis and
dilutes the full validity of the segments
presently available. Neglect of the history of
black women.is a crucial instance of distortion
(3-4).
This distortion occurs when African-American women's
voices and experiences are deliberately omitted from history
and literature.
African-American women suffered during slavery as did
African-American men; but because of both biologically and
socially-constructed differences, their experiences and
reactions to their treatment were unique. These women
endured sexual rape and strenuous physical labor.
Women were often forced to work as hard as men, even
during pregnancy (Hale 80). "After childbirth, when they
suffered from full breasts because their infants could not
join them in the fields to nurse, they were beaten raw
by the overseer when they did not keep up with the men.."
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(Hale 80-81). After suffering all this, many saw their
children torn from their breasts and sold. Mary Prince, in
her slave narrative, told of a slave named Hetty who was
"stripped quite naked, notwithstanding her pregnancy,
and [was] tied up to a tree in the yard.. .Hetty was brought
to bed before her time, and was delivered after severe
labour of a dead child" (7). Yet we do not read of African-
American women's experiences in most history books or
literature classes.
Black Feminist writer bell hooks contends that when
Black women are written about by academics who do not
belong to the same ethnicity, the distortion can occur in
terms of interpretation, hooks urges academics to think
about the ethics of their actions and consider whether or
not their work could be used to reinforce and perpetuate
domination (TalkingBack 43).
All academics should develop a critical eye concerning
their work, understanding that their interpretation may be
different from scholars who are members of the ethnic group
on which they are writing.
hooks contends:
Arguing, as many feminist scholars do, against the
notion of a definitive work or the very idea
of "authority," can help to create a climate where
scholarship from diverse groups could flourish
and we would be better able to appreciate the
3
significance scholarship
particular race, class sex, and iv .
All perspectives validity in that they add to the
overall understanding of a text and the distinctive
experiences African-American women. Loewenberg and i
observe that
Not 1 black seldom i
black treatments of istory, but historians have
been content t permit 
male to represent fmale i almost every significant category.
Thus i is the 1 who is the representative
abolliti nist, fugitive slave., or political
activist. ... When historians discuss black
abolitionist writers and lecturers, they are men
4.
academics any historians and _ have chosen African-
American represent African-American community.
Therefore, if the model of MAN is WHITE,, and the model of
WOMAN by feminist and non-feminist stande.- is WHITE, and
the historical SLAVE/BLACK symbol of l MALE, what position
does the African-American hold? As a subaltern
female of a marginalized group she is often forsaken,
spurned by all. Any study of African-Americans vi
genders' both experiences, and any feminist approach ought
consider unique position that African-American women
have held. until Yet, recently, this had not been the case.
It is in recent years that literary studies have been
conducted to uncover and discover the histories and writings
of these women. Some women wrote of their hardships, thereby
exposing and documenting the indignities and atrocities they
endured, while others wrote of their enterprising efforts
and triumphs both during and after the Civil War.
Countless black women found creative ways to
transcend and to transform the often harrowing
circumstances that constricted their lives. Their
strivings for liberty, and for the liberty to
grow, were personal and inward as well as public
and declamatory. ... Their words offer new insight
into the variety of means by which these
limitations on human potentiality were dissolved
or overcome (Loewenberg and Bogin x).
The narratives, stories, essays, and speeches of
these women should be read as an active influence within
history, specifically within the context of 19th Century
America and the institution of slavery. These women dared
to speak out against injustice in order to effect a change
in society. bell hooks speaks of the need for Black women
not only to come into voice but to develop a critical speech
which challenges the politics of domination. The title of
her text, TalkingBack, reflects the need to courageously
speak "as an equal to an authority figure" (5). For
hooks, her text is an opportunity to voice opinions which an
5
oppressive system had previously silenced. It is a test of
her courage and a strengthening of her commitment (5-9).
hooks explains:
Moving from silence to speech is for the
oppressed, the colonized, the exploited, and those
who stand and struggle side by side a gesture of
defiance that heals, that makes new life and new
growth possible. It is that act of speech, of
"talking back," that is no mere gesture of empty
words, that is the expression of our movement
from object to subject--the liberated voice (9).
Many Black women during the 19th Century spoke out
in their communities at meetings and gatherings voicing the
need for the abolition of slavery and the granting of
civil rights to all African-Americans, regardless of gender.
The earliest example of an African-American woman speaker
working toward the abolition of slavery and encouraging
women to "sue for..[their]..rights and privileges" was Maria
W. Stewart (Stewart 38). This thesis will examine the life
and works of Maria W. Stewart.
Born Maria Miller (1803-1879) in Hartford, Connecticut,
Stewart was left an orphan at five years of age and
bound out to a clergyman's family. In her early childhood,
she had no education but had "the seeds of piety and virtue
early sown in [her] mind" ("Religion" 29). She left the
clergyman's family at age fifteen and attended Sabbath
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school classes. To support herself, she worked as a
domestic servant until 1826 when she married James W.
Stewart, a "light mulatto," veteran of the war of 1812
2
(Richardson 3). They were married by Rev. Thomas Paul of
Boston's African Baptist Church which was located in the
African Meeting house, where Stewart was later to give
one of her speeches (3). She was widowed after only
three years of marriage. Infused by the oppressed
condition of those of her race, Maria W. Stewart became
the first American-born woman and the first African-
American woman known to address a mixed audience
(both Black and White men and women) on the subjects
of abolition and women's rights. Hence, "she is a
significant figure in the U.S. rhetorical tradition and in
the history of women's oratory" (Sells 339). Stewart's
essays and speeches were not only determined by the
context in which they were written, but they also
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helped to shape the social conditions of her time. Her
speechmaking and writing were an act of resistance, an
attempt to speak the truth of the degraded, oppressed
position of African Americans, free and slave, in the
North and South. Her act was in defiance of those who
attempted to silence her.
Stewart was significant because her speeches began
the aspect of oral tradition which became the basis of Black
activism. As Laura Sells notes,
7
When Maria W. Miller Stewart addressed Boston's
African-American abolitionist community between
1831 and 1833, six years prior to the Grimkes'
acclaimed success, she became an important
forerunner for many key abolitionists and woman's
4
rights activists (Sells 339).
In an era of illiteracy, especially of those denied
the opportunity of an education, the spread of political
activism relied on oral communication. Phillis Wheatley may
have been the first African-American to express the
following sentiments in poetry:
"But how, presumptuous shall we hope to find
Divine acceptance with th' Almighty mind--
While yet (0 deed Ungenerous!) they disgrace
And hold in bondage Afric's blameless race?
Let virtue reign--And thou accord our prayers
Be victory our's, and generous freedom theirs"
5
(Wheatley, "General Wooster" 149-150),
but Stewart was the first Black woman to publicly vocalize
this expression of freedom, justice, and rights for her
people. Stewart was a proponent of human rights following
the principle expressed in the Bible that "There does not
exist among you Jew or Greek, slave or freeman, male
or female. All are one in Christ Jesus" (Galatians 3:28).
Stewart engaged in what hooks terms "critical speech,"
"[acts] of resistance, a political gesture that challenges
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politics of domination that would render..[Black women]..
nameless and voiceless" (TalkingBack 8). Thus Stewart's
speeches were courageous acts which represented a threat to
those who wielded oppressive power (Talking_Back 8). The
Civil War and the Emancipation Proclamation may have
ended slavery, but they did not change the minds and hearts
of individual men and women; the resurgence of lynchings and
the creation of the Ku Klux Klan during the Reconstruction
era were proof of this. Broad sweeping political actions
merely replaced those who were in power; however, it was the
efforts of Antebellum activists such as Stewart who
enlightened individuals' minds that effected long term
results. In Maria W. St America's_ First Black Wma
Political Writer, Marilyn Richardson asserts:
In both the formulation and the articulation
of the ideas central to the emerging struggle for
black freedom and human rights, Stewart was a
clear forerunner to generations of the best
known and most influential champions of black
activism, both male and female, including
Frederick Douglass..1841, Sojourner Truth, in
1843.. .and Frances Harper, 1854 (Richardson xiv).
Leaders such as these were catalysts within their own
communities and this grew into the greater movements of
abolition in the 19th Century and civil rights in the 20th
Century. The heroic efforts of leaders from Maria W.
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Stewart to Martin Luther King, Jr. have transformed the
collective opinion and impacted political change.
The existing research on Stewart, however, is
limited. In an essay on African-American women's oratory,
Charles Nero observes that
Doris Yoakam's essay, "Women's Introduction to the
American Platform," completely ignored Maria W.
Stewart. This omission is incredible when one
considers Stewart's role in American women's
oratory as the first woman to leave extant texts
of her public lectures (269).
In addition, Russel Nye's book William Ll Garri
dte Humanitarian R rmers, a biography of Garrison's
life and a discussion of those with whom he worked, mentions
various abolitionists and white female activists such as the
Grimke sisters, Lydia Maria Child, and Lucretia Mott but no
where is Maria W. Stewart mentioned. (This is true for
more than one text on Garrison.) Yet, Stewart's essays
and speeches were published in Garrison's paper The
Liberator. These biographers have excluded Stewart
because they deemed her contribution unimportant. This is
another example of the silencing of African-American women.
Stewart is discussed in brief biographical/critical
sketches of nineteenth century Black women and/or portions
of her speeches and essays appear in books such as The
Abolitionist Sisterhood (1994), When and I Enter
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(1984), B it ric (1972), Black Womenin
Ni n ttur American-Life (1976), With Pen andVoice
(1995), and Spiritual Narratives (1988). However, the few
texts that provide an in-depth analyses of Stewart (mostly
Master's theses) have focused on Stewart as a pioneer Black
abolitionist and preacher, or analyzed her rhetorical style
and her role as orator. The only text discussing all
of the above is Marilyn Richardson's Maria Stewart.
America's First Black Woman Political Writer (1987), which
includes the actual texts of Stewart's essays and speeches.
In other discussions of Stewart's work toward the
abolition of slavery and motivation of African-Americans,
some researchers have referred to her as an abolitionist-
feminist or an antislavery-feminist; yet, there is no
thorough analysis of Stewart's position concerning Black
women, women's rights, and Black women's role in their
community. This thesis will conduct such an examination,
placing Stewart within the context of early 19th Century
activism, specifically the Black woman's struggle.
The roots of black feminism have historically been said
to have begun with Sojourner Truth, who began preaching
in 1843 and spoke at the Woman's Rights Convention in
1851, although researchers are dependent entirely on
secondary sources for her speeches (Logan 17). Certainly
Truth was an outspoken and active proponent for women's
rights; but, she was not the first to publicly voice
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the interests and concerns of African-American women.
Stewart courageously spoke in Boston from 1831 to 1833 and
was the first African-American woman to have her essays and
speeches published, in 1831 and 1879 respectively. Since
she predated the feminist movement Stewart has often been
dismissed as solely contributing to the abolitionist
movement. However, her essays and speeches questioned the
"proper sphere" for women, challenged notions of both racism
and sexism, and empowered Black women. Maria W. Stewart
was the first Black Feminist public speaker.
The term "Black Feminist," like the term "feminist,"
expresses women's struggle to be given the same rights
as men, both politically and economically (American
Heritage Dictionary 496-497). Historically, African-
American women had been excluded from the feminist movement.
(Terborg-Penn, "Discrimination Against Afro-American Women
in the Woman's Movement, 1830-1920" and hooks, Ain't _Ia
Woman). One of the earliest examples of this was during the
Woman's Rights Convention of 1851 where many women tried to
stop Sojourner Truth from speaking, she having been the
only black woman in attendance. "They implored, 'Don't let
her speak, Mrs. Gage, it will ruin us. Every newspaper
in the land will have our cause mixed up with abolition and
niggers, and we shall be utterly denounced"' (Logan 18).
Yet Feminism is based on the theory that all women are
oppressed and that these shared experiences should bind them
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together for the common cause of equality (hooks Feminist
Theory 5). However, Black Feminists, such as bell hooks,
have argued that oppression isn't manifested uniformly nor
can it be categorized ahistorically. Feminists have taken
this unilateral view because historically they have been
White middle to upper class women and have had the luxury
to ignore issues of race and class. Stewart certainly
addressed issues of oppression which all women encountered
in the 19th century and promoted women's rights. However,
to restrict Stewart's efforts to the term "feminism"
would deny her struggle for abolition and rights for all
African-Americans; and therefore, is insufficient in
describing Stewart's philosophy.
"Black Feminism" has been used interchangeably with
Alice Walker's "Womanism;" which was her answer to the
exclusion of black women's issues from both the feminist and
civil rights movements. According to Walker, Womanist is:
A woman who loves other women, sexually and/or
nonsexually. Appreciates and prefers women's
culture, women's emotional flexibility... and
women's strength. Committed to survival and
wholeness of entire people, male and female (xi).
Stewart had a great concern and respect for women
and particularly an admiration of Black women. Certainly
Stewart stood for human rights; however, she spoke
vehemently against slavery and demanded rights
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specifically for all African-Americans. Womanism was
coined to embrace issues of wholeness of a people and the
union of women; however, the term itself does not denote a
specific cultural heritage. Stewart addressed issues that
concerned specifically African-American women.
In Black Carole Boyce-
Davies explains that "politically, the term "Black" is
linked essentially and primarily with a vision of a (Pan-
Africanist) Black World which exists both in Africa and in
the diaspora" (7). In her text, she chooses to activate the
term "Black" to address issues of racial difference and in
opposition to White supremacy. The term "Black," defined
by Boyce-Davies as the union of those of African heritage
confronting racism, can definitely be applied to 19th
Century African-American activists. Hence synthesizing the
politicized term "Black" signifying Pan-Africanism (the
political unification and embrace of all those of African
heritage) with the term "Feminism" defined as the
struggle for women's rights (the valorization of women,
their work, their culture), the term "Black Feminist"
accurately describes Maria W. Stewart.
The purpose of this thesis is to advance the current
research on Maria W. Stewart by examining her acts of
defiance--as the first public representation of Black
Feminism: demanding that white America end slavery and
grant rights to black men and women, re-appropriating the
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hegemonic, patriarchal codes which have significant social
power by exposing their inconsistencies and deconstructing
their ideologies, voicing the truth about the status of
African-American women in early nineteenth-century America,
and challenging Black women to sue for their rights, become
entrepreneurs, and (as she did) acquire an education,
establish schools, and take an active role in their
community.
To this end, Chapter Two of this thesis examines
Stewart's "calling" to the platform, the roots of her
ideology toward abolition and rights, and how she
reinterpreted patriarchal, Biblical passages to justify her
right to speak.
Chapter Three of this thesis discusses 19th Century
standards of femininity, their ideals of womanhood, and the
status of African-American women within these boundaries.
Further, Chapter Three analyzes Stewart's response to these
"feminine" standards, the roles she delineates for Black
women, and her call to Black women to sue for their rights.
Finally, Chapter Three examines the term "Black Feminism"
as defined by the Combahee River Collective, a group of
Black Feminists. and establishes Maria W. Stewart as
the first to publicly advocate this philosophy.
15
CHAPTER TWO
WHAT IF I AM A WOMAN?
-jr tds nuh - r r
"they say keep politics out of religion
and religion out of politics
but when were they ever separate?"
Sonia Boyce, "Missionary Positions II"
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CHAPTER TWO: WHAT I l "" 'A WOMAN?
Two deaths l to the lip ar----.- that of
Sri l militant abolitionist--her - political
and intellectual mentor, and after a three year - - i ,
her I -i James W. .S"--- Jt. Upon seeing i
and "his ire it," S'-. bid,
scene,* forget notl 
soul, 
c 
awful 
not that 
awful
that j - ("Meditation " 116). Stewart then
conversion evangelical - Christianity,
whicn pr _ central to '._ political -I- :)logy and her
rhet -- ' - al style" (Sells 339). rr' C '--hs forced Stewart
to confront 1 i own mortality. choice was,
cespeare so eloquently stated:
--I- '_ter -'tis nobler in the mind to suffer
Or to t-- -L. *. bles,
opposing (Hai.'--, 11 Scene I
Follo 1 ' example, -irthe
t chose to
d a on earth to God and her people. For as
Stewart -laimed,, it profit a if
i whole world nml his own 1, t . i i 11
1.
St suffering her to Ch-... and list
her to the 1 .-li is
-culine -1. 7 rt now ,r- -1 a "spirit of
17
independence" which for -- awould dedicate life
"cause -.1
Feeling "_, -i of soul, in view of our
-- tched and degraued situation, and sensible of
Ull a ignorance prevails - us, I have
thou(31it P----r thus publicly to nress
_sent--*- (Religion 28-29).
-I:: sincere concern for the --ble condition of
African-Americans -1' 1 zeal ° liberty
equality cry out, "Away, ---y with tyranny and
Afric's E --t longer"
nt of("Religion" 29)? poignant The 
-- i i 
---Phillis V'iritleyls lines "No longer shail thou dread the
chain,/Which i laTA
and i i i.. -.nt , land" ave the r, Lnemade,
a which infused Black activism the 19th
2
remonstration called upon her p(- to speak out,. as
did--to make their voices it.
_ 
,Stewart's public _ m firs ise of 1831,
"Religion Principles . --. _:d.li ,
c--i . .- Which .t Build, were Li - - by
i l ( i i i _ i li q
he r° - c i i i l
i9 . William , I.: - in the
early 1. of in E. .,Min 6).
1
principles were based on strong religious convictions and
the belief "i is not the color of the skin that makes
woman, the man or the but the principle in the soul"
("Farewell" 70). Echoing this over a hundred years later,
Martin was Dr. i Jr.'s statement: " have a -
that my r little child- -7111 one day live in a nation
where they will not be judg=d by the color their skin,
but by the content of it ' -a " (529).
Stewart's political i 1 , and thereby speeches,
r rooted in the principles, iss---- and concerns
discussed i David Walker'- 
Char Nero 
rWalker's 
infl- 
-,e on Stewart can be seen in
- ---- r recurring speeches,
notably, deep i religiousity, that education would
help c: reverse their fortunes in this
country, that - 4 slavery was the most
vicious i.1- ' -- an to i m
, and
_Bla--- great had a in Egypt ( 263)
Ste r- ; .
Oh, i- , America, fou- 1 lible is thy
stain! D,_ i l is the cloud that hangs
over , for thy cruel wrongs injuries
fallen sons of Africa. I-- blood of
r A cries to her for
against ( 1 -i _ " 39).
Stewart, 
Walker, as had denounced 
:sic slavery most i i bondage known to 
is ory. - - '
wer---4- of the ? r-les should justice not come
l o
shortly But -. ry 
powerful and -- l-jhters of 
-ica
w ill I will put down vice and
ii...urality and declare by Him that
sitteth upon that they will have
their l f and i refused, I am afraid
they will devastationhorror 
and around ('" i Hll" 3
would 
--I, IR- not 
advocating V10"E 
S t knew that 
the
passions of men run deep and that they suffer--: Dnly for so long and would eventually revolt.
i -- i w . di-Ang the chain of event-r- '-- C. would
should ccur slavery continue. Walker, however, called armed resistance i i r-p-;
entitled "Our Wro - dness in Cons eq 7 of Slavery, 1111-
_ us for it i ]fir Df murdering us
0, 
r 
®, 
is 
an 
.
° 
.
tby 
o
kill or be killed" (
WE--l- slaves r that should _F l i
a their for 1 Little i
Walker know that he would die under mysteric__
very likely for ionate
wCz
2
Stewart, however, it addressing white audience
stated, " will not come out against you with swords and
staves" ("Religion" 40). Addressing African-Americans i
audience, the she further stated, "Then, my brethren,
swords, sheath your and 1 passions" (40).
Stc--rt suing individual rights,
"the p is mightier than tl--
st.art from the gr,-----' up, and that jL---i small efforts
come major revolutions. She proposed the use of _ -- i
resistan: believed only 1,
violence. ff rte' religious faith Walker's
li "i analyse-, _)v ` i l _.ion upon
p ' constructed 6tewart a model of struggle for social
justice" (Richardson 18-19).
_rt argued that education a
social R is , , and r it 1 For i African-
Americans % *_ -i themselves intellectually, she
Aeved that "able advocz.- qould arise in our
Knovt - -. -. begin flow, chains and the l
and ignorance would i like . before flames"
("Religion" 31). T" _ .k , in the second section i
IgI ice," argued t slavery --an- cans in a
! 
-A, R^ a ignorant and condition. pro + that i condition not a of 1,
1
history, -----rting that it was "the sons of Africa or
Of Ham, among whom learning originated... 11 (22). It was
vitally important that American men and women unders-Lt.
this and that Afr", n-. ---- icans took pr,-I(f- in
i W". wanted to counter -c to
,fti:ricar, _- intelligent were no more ,
- :-its were to i ° ° 
'& I
thinking. She insisted 'T *if African- -- _,",c- 3 hact the
, 
they could gym.- - _ z. -
tney 
set 
out 
to 
P 
maintained 
slavery 
poetically 
a `
.ed that
l [L - e - the energies of the
soul, benumbs faculties
be( -..onfined, the mind barren, and, L1_
the scorching sands o:L ).a,, -- -luces nothing.-
I' 1, it forth
1 essence, the torture and oppression of sla-. can
.1 pr "thorns and tI. s..11 but as water
i1 
-
-
_ 
- roses. Freedom 
would edom Africa-i--- 
-loans th( of an education and
other privileges is x . = L afford.
Stewart faith
great in prayer, believinc: r
1:Jd deliver her people.
22
Put your trust in the living God. Pe--_,ore
strictly in the paths of vim w Let inothing be
lacking on your part., and in God's own time, and
his time i r . ' the best, he all --- r --,1
deliver with a mighty a n
`,.outstretched 
arm ( regardless 
of 
-- 
---.-Ional risk. S-'. 
_--t nad fa,`_ God
l - " from the rage and 1 ce of a
enemies ... and if is no other way ie to e ..-.. he
i able to take me to W -. , as he did ! most ncl-- .
fearless, Walker" tI ' l-_
- - her through :)od t
CTjt*IV_ response she received at her publi inc _
As RiC ,,Cson observes,
- mar,'--
ethic resistance physical and political
opr 4,; ion, well _l synthesis of cc-.
religion, education, and ----- ._ dty organization
intended to r e the .'are and vi% 1
sic ,1 1 E; r r',
of slavery. Personify!_- -Aca queen,, argued
that
23
She is, indeed, seller souls
of men#- she has made the ffricans drunk with the
wine of h - is i r she has put them
completely feet, and she At -.s to keep
t . - there... ("Masonic Hall" 63).
Recognizing .' r of an "---:.-ca . sc-, 'Lit its
freedom from her i enslaved it rr--
Stewart 2 
"whites 
E- m__ long and so l proclF2j--J 
-_ i- l 
_W. -------i" r-*. ri it
our souls -4--- z _ i l raggea as we
" ("Franklin Hall" 47) i, illi..t echoed 
l etter to Samson Occum: 
t"Goa has implanted
Principle, which 1. Love of .- i 'is -1-.
° - (3 - -n Deliverance... 1 ill
that b Principle l-_ tt 177)
also 4 -ir--ler comprehended P,-- I- C I L D(-
... the . ci i A r Conduct .--
e a i _ . crically opposite.
How r- Liberty,the Cry for 
-
_,. 
- l 
-a- 
thl-- 
it 
c m ; notothers
i Philosopher torequire
det( 11 (177).
In other UL , Americans _ . but
, 
Imperial- 
which 
fought. Walker simi 
? issue 
_ 
-ri 1
in the it section 3 l entitled "Our
Wretche'- >, w 1 can- -7--ance of the Preachers of the Religion
of Jesus Christ." But;h Walker and St-----t denouncee --- who
call th=---lves Christians but cruelly 1i i-
elaslaved Africans. Being pious ---" truly "leving in
actions, ___®__ _ to be ~- _ .1s.11 What 1 is
is that "Christians" traxj, the "dark conti- to
"civilize" the 1-Ave r I
and them the Bible-
barbaric "-- 1:3s, vlc*,- saand C-1-aved -es.
r " i,
t", nany who have named the
J at the present day ... were our blessed Lord
and Saviour, Jesus Christ, upon the earth, I
damnation of l [Matthew 3:33]1 ).
,-p
the to justify _ s - actions. I- --t became a
vI C slaves c'- their A--- mast
(,i Cans 6.e 5-9, Colossians 1 Peter 2: 18-25). A
particular -,-r ---
2a
slaves -c -r r masters
_ a 1 a of at'- cting
a-ctention and l -, but in all sincerity
and out of reverence for the Lord. Whatever you
do, work at it with
than for your 
who1- since you 
know rher , Do 
it for
lthe Lor 
---
11 you will receive inheritance f--,- 7,iim as
your I 6e Be slaves of Christ r-ne 1.
V'r -, ,t - `."y will be 'd for th(
he has done. No favoriV will be shown
(Colossians : 22-25).
9 4e l ® _ ° I l
ith this
right to torture and terrorize their
If p- it - -
r e ail inspired 1), but in a r
loving and kill, tyrannize, 
,-h as
until ou choose, our cry shall come ul m
-une of God; for it
will not you to quell rroud, fearless
and undaunted spirits Africans r for
i l _ 'Ame, he is able to , our E®_
P of _ Egypt ).
She ---- - that the enslavement of Africans was unjust
V-- i- _ , would c ' p. '-' the Israelites.
According cap Book of the Blbl(--, Exodus, God sent
ten pl, -7 Egyptians to t'! _ 1 ,-
Moses lea _a m - out of Egypt to free-, White
men - the Bible to justify slavery but 741
countered 
R
this by claiming 
- ; e ,
would God and 1.-', 1Z. He -
for ®® ',r actions.
Stewart ell al" nC` equal in
God s g eyes, 3w _
[God] hath formed 1 a - `, - in his own
glorious i and hath best(-- :)n you i:
an,.. -ig powers of intellect. ...He hath e
little lower angels [Psalm ]...2 .
Biblical incorporatedpassages were , 
o only those who were 
..liar with -
Bible would have undE------)d rer
identify her
ref - z,, --t"s ,'
a y l religion
to support her political i P ;- _
_ 
-i Vt tWestern t. ",tion"s of
r t I 3 t 1
religious _, v , spiritual _--, r and political
ar(-,- --it common in 19th century Black political discourse"
i(Sells 3
a l i her duty to zj-- 7- out on behalf of all
rim ftinericans. -- A then, matured from Walker's
r° -r° ixl.,5L. °° 263). Thi- -- r
because her -- ches called into q----1t1.on her autnority as a
ffi There were many who challenged her right to speak.
I her Address To Friends In The City Of
Boston," she lexclaimed.-
What if woman,, is not the God of z"
: l times the God of these days? Did he not
raise up - ( a°
Israel*'. ' Did not L _ 'a1, Li the lives
of Christ from the d
l Book of _.s, afrom priest- proph--t T, ESS, general, 
and 
in
I l® According to the Bible, Deborah was a a, jous
woman L") led her people into battle. The Is,- -!"ites
trusted r judgment ir things. r--Is prophesying
eno', to fight t slavery and for the rilis of all men
and -- i
i ' r c vaT-- of women
and ° , - ? ^ a
speaking, but this became a trend 1 -l .
activism in the nineteenth century. The most c
reinterpretation of the Bible was Elizabeth
Me -Woman's P* S4- t-)n argi, so
If Dtzborah, way back i -1 I
i advise -- 1
*dered consi in
1. of need and - why is ,it that at
end of the nine'-- t1i centuryt woman I~
contend for equal rights -t
U of ground shc "ost since then ("Part I!"
Esther, 11 anotner i heroine. .,, of the Bible's Book
of 7- -'-i-!r, averted th, oxom p' :!d against her people and
1l king
st and the enemies
of the Jews of - -_-d, 1 `", _"5 uncle, replaced Hyman
and a .m he a .a.... ® .c .a. thei
evei lave been 
i 
during Dered 1 Purim C. 
--
t
similarly - h minds and hei of te and
B a; and i or the l
Truth's 1 Esther 
was also itioned 
in sc-__
.I , r l its Rights
Convention, 1 1853,
Queen Esther come forth, arse was oppressed,
and l r . rep wrong, and she said I
will die or will 
ri 
-,I before their king .... The women want their Lights as Esther
...Now, women do not ask half of a ki-1- :)r", but
A (56-/-568).rights, and they don't
Truth ir- _ that a "'. in ancient t-2-
rose a -- of r - -- l _ Truth-s
time, women ne C-r had r. nor couid their
mind.
A similar ,'-iment C, ad in n's
Stanton adin (a I. 11 `C nd sacrifice:
prepared I at
'-hus by fa, to recei-
exercise 1-:- 1- of spirit. Her high
1-_ T e a-- only equalled by her unfaltering
courage and EC.' self- a c _ _ -. '_Aon. r ,_-_ -,, so as
to ,r le from destruct.' i, ri , , Y
life ("Part 111' 91
For zt, Tr and Stanton, I` Es'1-1 their
_ c -, Stanton
aimed to free from the l of Victorian ethics,
---,t and Truth - Gwhile 
their 
_ race gender.
R _ . , Stewar arred to 
_
0 to pronounce the of .__Zt1s
Ste--j, if pro n.. -- r °" ing the r of
3
God. tv C- I - -q --d herself against criticism by emphasizing
her religious motivation, assuming role of speal-l-, for
God l j l Testament propiiets"
(Horton 174).
l like Stewart, received a
" ll ltcj," "..I distinctly 
---d.."Go preach the
.. 'Preach the I will 1.17 -- --Is in your
mouth, and will turn your : _ , u , r
(10). Jarena Lee sim-" -.1y justi-,f---d her right to speak, in
--her journal of 1849, evoking the name of Mary
Lee asked:
Did not f* preach the r- Saviour,
is not the doctrine of the --rection the very
iii i tla -i`. all our hope on
this, 
- did not Mary, argued by St. F Then -ii, preach the gospel? for ':1 prea I the
ri A ectio o the crucified i o c (11
Lee 'LI --,ti- - "he opposition v- -,hers and
i z r r -,
To it be a a
_-c mined not to l tjieve 
it is fisherman
ignorant of letters too,
l -d ("Journal" 12).
Jarena Lee stated 1 i .a t _ a
pre w would ., iling in her Y*
1
literary 
critic, 
oute self-authorization
and whether they were religiously inspired or not,
they r confronted Bible, which were used for centuries by
patriarchal authorities to define the proper roles
for women 
i society ubordination of women: Grr 
-*.s, the Fall and St.
1
rt thouyilt to inspire B? '- women to sue for their
_ providing Biblical roines and
ancient - - -- r divines, and
l_ - who were considered
S", ,t referrea tc
1.;`.1. and/or p such as the Oracles in Ancient
th( -i_;,-_s in Ancient Rome, and the f that even
in, so-call --, barbar,- j- '.Ions v. practiced religious
r] G(. asked, .Stewart of l l 1 ')i
us now? Why cannot we bec- - div`__ and scholars" (69)?
Ste, posed _ I - l
those who had so eagerly sought to ? her quiet,
-
1 
7r- her mind. 
--ing her from 
-elf t- of
i great ----,,or A t- of
Doctor (70). "At the age of rty, her -it
( _-a raised her to a chair, where ;
32
law to a prodigious concourse scholars all nations"
(70). Stewart provi(,-3'' thr e- prove that
Biblically historically 
-- hav . --?lves
capable of intel" --it th-`.4., religious iration,
compelling oration, scholarly teach' and effective
leadership. Stewart sought to i i i l i Black
women, and defy white men and w---- when she
r
T.,7, if such - ---a r described should
rig among our sable i is not
1_7 , i l .a. Brilliant 
~ . will shine, from
whence i illy genius and will not
a.. the i i lustre ).
Her words are i t spiritual is
i r, i little light of mine,/ I'm gonna let it
shine./ ... Let it shine, shine, shine,/ Let it shine"
I :)loa,_ African .. 'can Lit- 17-18)
These, _ r ®_ final rt's addres: meant to
leave i `_ or. -- -); viol- ,l° i r
on the 1 a . i 
r¢ -;he hon r iblical is referred i
the Book v where Wisdom r o
4 9 6 R
Wisdom aloud - n
. , -- , voice... -ong will you
turn away at my reproof? ! I will pour out to
you my spirit. I will acquaint you words"
33
(Proverbs .*0 ) . "Give heed'. for noble
things 1 m :. Yes, the
speak,- honesty oT--
truth my mouth 0 i -"
lips is (Proverbs 8:6-7).
stated, Stewart "ome, let us incline our ears to wi----,
and ° --n',y our hearts to understanding.- -- !r, and
she will exalt thee..let her not keep her, for she is
thy life [Proverbs 4:13]" (36-37). Stewart _s "Wisdom"
1 listen a to truths, '--he wi-'
grant-A by God was above the words of any man.
i f Si t's speeches to q al and
. her audience tc ] , to end slavery,
and grant civil rights. speec- her from
a ®_ G women to do the Stewart a. that her audience
ought not be .' l .1 that
God at this m 'se up
females own strive, by their e), 1 both in
public and private, to assist those 1:) are
er-i 1 a -p the strong -rent of
pre)udice that flows so profusely l
present
With this st_, .r_ r
bl i (. ouraging l
do the same. In r that thesc -ild in
"Public and private" - _- 0. 1. L wome inf 1--
3
the -_-, and empowered rc-_- "'-le tho - 1. realm.
Maria W. Stewart began a public speaking V. iltlion which
continued 
with Jarena 
, Julia Evangelists such as Zilpha 77"1 
-----y Prince, and '--L--tda
Berry Smith, as l activists
_3 
-.. ing Bible to su- --- t not 1- their
public _r -cl: l W - civil rights. Lerner
states:
Historically, we find individual an
p r is biblical core tor
themsel, c,'- as best
as she could, alternative i '_ ,_ w: t,-
patriarchal 
4®o
St conc., a to ty
to her - -- -- -- _ similar l _
zeal. She referred not l ancient . _ _
To F!nds In The City 4. c ,11 Stewart
41 
-licdisr. .1 the op. r don .?ived ring her
p? ig cz, that ?n her I T died,
she enc vision, a calling c c° 1
She asse, " r C with St. l
º
.a ;ion I came to the l of
- - 1 -, to Saul who 7
35
blind been struck vision l
from his eyes (Acts 9*. 1-19). Thr-1 --corth knc--- --is Paul, he
.
-- 
as Jesus' 
_ 
22
disciple 1 to Greece preaching
like St. Paul she was meant to and was given the
r-n.lity to i ., i
According to
a - the i
of pr(- ly
between the I,-
i
speaking ' ya o
their consolation"
Similarly, Mae
,.Or 'i l ,
.
-t
the 
Bible 
speaking
Corinthians 14.* 1-5). . The
't of speaking in, i
God + - _ _ -L-1he gift of p
their .i
1 Corinthians 14:1-5).
Gwendolyn ,-, - -- , i t
spiritual
the gift
distinction
t- ,a i
rophecy is
our a- Atl
peaking Literary Tradition," the termlls, 
_ng in
l
- to as l l li , - ----is to u-L the 3 :r i
of spirit. This connotation emphasizes the o particular,
closed, l il, communication be -an the
'" 1 i 1 ::-
"calling," reinterpretations of the x-el, and quoJ...,
Biblical gym`. ns of SE
not even T_ a r a
in her divine it i-.{ If 1 did have faith
3
revelations, could believed that God would
i " l - ?
The second cunnotation or l ability
tc E-ik in a plurality of voices and in a multiplicity
o ; it is public, social, dialogic discourse
(Henderson 122). Stewart was empowered with the _ ability to
speak to a varied audience. As a woman 1. faced the
l speaking objections to her T - "i she
confronted the prejudices c-7ernincT %-- race. "In their
works, black women writers nave --- ud opp----:--ion as a
- . _il , their that s., a consistently
A nroblem woman's relationship to
r E_. discourse" .'"erson 124). Stewart's words
it voicing the truth concerning the --aded condition of
Africar--,---!rlcans had the i-, -ndous of motivating her
_ A it: 
.
Her reference to St. it to addi the
a aP _ : l - - ---.hers. The specific
prohibition against 0l an be found in
°ripture a
;_p l . l . First.*
Acc-) to e ,_ all -ad in the
lassembl-. believers, w 'I should
silent it 4 .Ls. may not
Rather, law ?s, S is i
for tl- If they want to learn anything, Ily
37
should ask their husbands at It is a
disgrace when a women speaks Li, the assembly
(lCorinthians 14:34-35).
and cow
A 'A woman must learn in silence and be - --letely
ini i 
permit teacher, i , 
-- to have authority over a
quiet. man., she must be . -
first, Eve afterward.- moreover, it was noc t -3.1, -1
who , - `-i- ' but the v- 7. It she who
was led -- 'ray and fell into sin (lTimothy 2.*11-
).
gi These have perpetuated women's submission to
, 
G to keel 
dl and in their 
.' hav(: used "place." Angelina in speech at the 1837
Antis----- ry Convention, argued against TA-, r's fo-''
submission to siler.-_ -
'The time has for women cave i .
1 
-®; i i
- remain fi in c i rcL:-
i i L rv
cation ,a 1.
refore i a 'he duty of -3, 1 to all that
of he- )l as to overthrow orrf _Z-ft of
Livery-1 40-41).
3
Grimke questioned authority Scripture.
Stewart similarly 1,3 - Pauline r - --
St. Paul `1 '1A
to speak in puolic, yet our great F1 , i
and "A---cate did not cor- -- thr --)-.an for a more
-L c offence i t _ _., will
3 ---thless worm. ... Did
know of our wrongs and ' _- i sT:
would make no objections to our pleading in
public rights. 1 _ l .i
of ref' ienr- i all -- , a
voice had 1 1, religious and ..)"Atical
subjects m- 
] 
r 
of St.r defied the r: .'
r T assembly in an r-_E? women not to her very r 7 African 
-- .--,nic Hall. As
Paula 
-
.. v 
". sim. 
. Y went 
-ate head" his - -,:ing if 
_L f+ , i, l
for prostitution, 
certainly 
would 
rI_ T 
a
:.al St. Paull's by presuming that he
would approve of _ r ig, and introduced a revised
deconstr--i-- - the ideology that 
l _
the 'tic'' truce u.- _ domination d
. --- _-'.a. i Scripture i -- -- x,
i-c in a way that supported her ri( t to speak.
Although 1 11.E prohibited 
'king, the evz--.-I 
- IlLst Julia Foote ar---=_J that
.1 - were whc St. Paul spread,*- the
C-) 1. In her au" c- --hy of 1886 entitled "A Brand
: from ' i Foote justified right to
referring preach by - it and Aquila i St. Paul
called i "helpers," s
, 
-i Paul I r lchurch" (79). Foote - -1 1
1__ a who labor i in the C certainly
P - '
Julia s P: praised it efforts and ., - that 1-_'
conduct of 1 is recorded i Scripture as an c. ._Ie
to others of it sex" (79). Another (o ple i _ i _® 6
of Paul -Ila, a woman from St. "i's ho
town, 1., led i l teachin-- iu baptizing
126-127). _ it the first monastery for
Beleucia Turl,, for i
and { -red by Turk-: olics (Leon 126-127). . x
ars A St. Paul's words and actions
°... _' is Women such ,. a l i a1 cly and were
-S it pzable for
-_._use they dsting St. Stanton
explains i radiction t] a "In ng i i
4
' must question nver forget i 2 ors
writi] 
c Y New Testament were not 
written publi6hed N a ies they bear- p Then
.it may b- 1 others and not St.Paul
wrote pa7,----7, allc for various theological
Stewart sought to inspire her audience, to fire them
with a "holy indignation" at the injustice of slavery (57),
to f-1-- t-hem with a "holy zeal for fri I's CE , .. (31)., to
ffire Lneir breast 
with a 'ii Land 
lib rty (64).
' 
:.- met i
the 11, assaults wicked " (50). "For 7
out a .E for what s _i !r audience
-
8_- (Horton 1
1700-1860, argue that Maria W. S': -A---t may have carried
her crole as a - _ F J Their rtion ;
particular "L-._ l _° _ -re the franc is
.1d , is it blindness of m or -A
Lc-. 
, 
' 
Stewart 
who 
are 60 or 70 
's 
-r L- 
-
1
raised in behalf of their color? r "ias it -
for the fear of offending whites? If
0 ye fearful c--- off your fearfulr--.:*-,, and
c - _ forth urge r-- A 4 - Lord... )
The --'-.ons theorize that ________tive reception
was beuause
She was st__ A4 hall tha' home to the
--Dns organized and I like Prince Hall,
Primus Hall, and Jamec-, . men -A,
fought in l , had t i the ffirst in
the to speak out a ] r had
won fr., for -;;a(-' tts res, and
a black groups, -r-j an ant -ry
society... 
question asked a p , 
- _,ared to the men in her
-
174-175).
men had sacrifi-_ and yet she
;__)d accusing tl--.-- of being immobilized fear or
' r° - their contributions
it they were Lg at --sent. Stewart was z.
Lking of t1. Little tc vi-r' the cE---
-!, i who had
`gym Stewart er me T l -
A he r E _ struggl 7,a their e not be
deceived their past achie- 1 ___s into i _ T
Dr! all the 
_ ,l 
m would 
Their mission and hers (LO.- 
" , 
_l al  l
-_ , grant 
- aril rights.
2
----t was aware that she had made he----" "a hissing
and a among the p-1-11 and was spur- 1 for
4
speaking ilia truth ao She a her audience, "i3e not
offended because I l f for I believe
God I - -. -iy soul i for i cause"
) Accordiug to the Bible, 'r i i
except in i native place, indeed in his own house"'
(Mat%. 13-057).
_rt had struck a provoking a violent
response. bell hooks r#_,- _ - _ l
" should be , ° r-hat the liberatory of will
nec( d confront, disturb, listeners
is at r'. a (1-17) . __ eatered the core her
°ence's very existence. 11 North p ay been
yet t i t4 , -lude i --,litionist and
i -lacl LL from existing. Even 1
audie'i, ted abolitionism r, t, to
--ican- r,' r who
ri i i--- D r l idle _7. t t her
a i Black r, faithi in whom she put her believe could 
°x i a
considering it i t answer 3nse the to t q- .'ons
i
rtls to
i was obviously not
woman, a B.- - woman ffi d° i o .
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For -- , Vol. II, texplains that
c--)7--)nents some--*-- , -irgued that T- -n should be
... ,-,Luded f----- -- i life rr 47 that the
it r -_- than . - i i i l was the
iun(', -_ -,Ital unit of soc-Lety. The to be
.-sented in public by 1 -1 -, while the
i confined r- -" ----',"c c--- --- (xi v).
This argument did j -_ -- l S-`-1L 't
-ic Since herns. r
public. p' r tai
-,, -1-l 
- - i
position in the ,4_.. u i in she could i
about i world freely could v
had she never ® and ill _:i, . ` _ i
respect )'lity. 
...She had,, after all, r - '_' willing i _ . - ® l
female role, deprived but was P. .
opportunity to _ al as _ M that l
,iough she l i special i , 19th .!r
ideology did not - C her .1-_- g role of
R. lR king. 
- it -° -9 r
Af - S.r o woman r to do so earl'
-Trio-_ had begun 
speaking 
for 
-e t. anyI r i __
_._ n 
- I her anc -- emulate her in any
44
way , - "Fanny r i i s 1 --cund the time of
. g July 1829 lecture Phil- -_1 i, caricature
1!nicted her standing in front of a podium the face of
i read, " -----a- l r,
goose that deserves hissed" 223).
:1 Tr . one r +_ being T
to suffer L° her lot for chal". - ,L
quo. Phillip i i his essay *° i Discord:
a i i i is - i li i Images," explains:
e -l activists as emigre
o r Q , _ t
_-isAcanLucretia
political had., in -i late
1 , 1830s, i L, l "the appropriate
are of r - .i their IS to
_ i lecture l 
_°- (Lapsansky 3)
i sphere i. - boundaries -,
®. i t identity was construc-'-- :)y the place they
held in 
.-dety. Carole Boyce-Davies in Black 9",- 
-1, and ,- asserts, " i i location which
allows 
trtfs o
or 
not speak,, t  beg y-affirmed 
i ,*153). c initial welr-c 4 Garrison placed her i
Fil 
º,,i i 
affording 
opportunity 
In a letter, 
ri
S1 Is Garr' tten a: a
- reunion i 1879, rrison 1 t when first i
5
You will recollect, 
if 
surprise, not the satisfaction the l 4- `ning what you
written--far re-kable in those early
--- pdays than it woulu be now,, 0- 1 are so
many educated persons of color are able to
ri' -ai ability. r- .t
manuscript 
but i- printing 
of'i put
®_®into type, an edition of which
struck off in form, subject to your order.
-S i alligence and
excellence of ..:r
Garrison admired rt, A at her
ability write 6 her intel-Ligence , unii ''ng an
underlying racism. By prai.i., character, he implied
that t i a moil l t]7),-. of Afric
®i l , Garrison did foster her enthu;j
gained and prom(.,. r endez-,. 
In J_ L Century Boston, 
St
li P. _ realm - a place before the
podium. - -t utilized ravel dominant
-.. L T -a prohibiting
--,ech) and to articulate ,- - --oncerns of all
-ri-. H(- r, her "social standing' 0 be
short-lived - a D st---! Garrison's
thusiasm. _- v .)-i affected Stewart deeply:
- far has my life almost life
.. l c
6
ire Well P® _ that if 1 chose conts- boldlyhis cause, I suffer. 
, 1 rat'
for fly. 
-- ,`,
enjoy the pleasures of i -__n
St----rt _ sought to preach Christian princip! to
---_i7d of little did I think tnat any of the
pr I f 0, of r., frowned have ,
jea and IV (2and 1 a hindered
iad i i . .fact that
slavery 
App ? Black women,, White for 
--aping of not treating Black -----.-n ,Equals, BIF,.-: men for not
fight,'_i- for ti-i r.*, ' `_S,, and Black women for their
r hopelessner.-- and people felt 7- fortable when the
ith was being told about n else. T-T. .. r ,
"If you live according tobelieved It Jesus said*
teaching, you are l , disciples; truth, the and the truth set you free" (John 9: 31-32).
t. had -- antiabolitionists would
reject her but C; to find that her own ®pec--
were 
.g i.nst her. "The 
fact that others 
blow which l 
it 
e ] 177 
-
"felt
led to give in to t _ must I
(Bori-,Ta_ -es f all _ tf sides to cease
177). . some,, l B - 4-
7
efforts, 
overwhelming 
r-- -7-se was 
negative. r 
- -ches were 
not
having the -Lct she had hop d and so, fall-,- in her
she cH
-r-, a letter to rT,-. Liberator of .rch 5, 1852,
ill 4 4_i Nell, abolitionist historian,
wrote to Garrison:
In the "lous years of X33 3
I -- Mrs. Maria W. S"-- -- t--V4--* 'L- a holy
l to speak her 7 improve-_-
colored - c- , encountc-7 opposition e-
. from her Boston circle of fr, that would
?ened the ardor of most women. But your woras
, _,- n her onwards, and '-
li lectures o @°; l
and felt to this day... (Garrison qu).
_vart chose her -Is very carefully, calculating
l - - _. would - her audience. -- `_ :? r
audience's she - ctations not ab.- to
i 
,
d sacrifice telling the truth. -!I
given an opportunity s ;pL illy and ]tal.-
this i, l
-,'If -e -;
n P not p to l
®- _ , i p Black women. Certain subjects,
for 0- ling a 4-cate ear. addi,(
4
such a subject -- ild been _- i ' ---- 3!d highly
innri- --priate consiuering her audience, her gender, and it
was an is,-?- prefer they would --_-----2n who
had come in support of abolition ca lu i.'- have z ----.r cis.
her -c-r--its concerning their prejudice T-oward Black women.
Bltick , though, r r-r l
her statements 1---- -m_ the,- -- ected b _- to attack 'te men
l&_ that she, not .ri m Some may h---
would criticize l- i
guilty feelings self-censure 
r 
r
tl r- l 1®-; - coulct not have -r - her t
attended Those who her : _ r
daringly further aff4- - IC ivings.
Her a y-.. - have accepted been a ° ri
r o ,. re truths - revealing. In
her justificat.c-_ Stewart r ,. -- ®R, to the Greek Oracles,,
of Egyptian worJewish prophet- .1 the p- --ict-L
and t is w -.tly what shE the first to
1
_a concerns 
is it d_ come. She the first to publicly
Black u --- and i utea.
work L _ , 1- , education, _ r i b- t future
for -L' children.
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Z -- her wisdom r spread* there
-_--r a who misunderstood scorned r;
cnere r r;-, ' 1r accepted what she said but when some
setback occurred, gave while others were corri, '- and
j ,c' 
': r altogether. 
there 
.. 
. g her and took it i l3opoints out, th- Df Stc-- and other reformers:
inspire r- 'Aon of the female
avery societies and -)thers such as
.1 ..1na )arah Grimke, Maria Weston Chapman,
and Abbey l -, to fight the enormous tir of
public .- -- `, right ----7e in
acti,!
St, t . r - r for
-I is ers so that the., ildnft have to
t
ask.. am E
5
CHAPTER THREE
The logo fromn William Lloyd Garrison's TheLiberator
By permission of the Houghton Library , Harvard University
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CHAPTER T : l "`Y' SISTER?A WOMAN AND A Stewart 1 violated the 
" 
, l-r---_-°i
sphere of ----ien" but had challenged notions of both
racism sexism. TT z;------hes -"----ided the abolition
slavery a ri®i f al',' -i ri _
women. She u 1iii without leave African-Americans in no better condition than before.
y also 1. that African-American women
_-, __ civil rights African-- i
men. As r Truth explained i colored men get
their rights,, a for wc theirs,, you see
colored will women, be masters over the and i
r-. - - it was bef `can Equal
be just 
-- I as
Right- Eociat4,C 28). In her .,---ches,, Stewart advocated
the is tenets o:__ ®i i_ which r fir formulated
published i 1792.- although there i n N i l
-e rte having read it. - 1 - -- raft's philosophy held:
that r. -,ld be vex-i by the r moral sta: as
that wome, Duld have the ( t-inities as
--ild receive the !ducation as men,*
that wo rvere -1 1.1 to men and a should be subject
exactly r iii l , personaland treatment 
E 1 273 For at that time, 701- e,
sub3ect to deferring it A_ -,I(- and being
politically, socially, economically D. .- r
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women such as Stewart, ll cry and Truth did not
wish to be similarly constrained.
The 1 o ®_ in society -torically been
determinr by the Bible and,, in che 19th Century,
Victorian standards _ of i-Anity. Nineteenth Century
prese-.t--"3 by i:- -i magazines, gift annuals, cookbooks,,
and la- .ice lit -- - of that i _ (Welter 21). her
study entitled 11.x. Cult of True Womanhood - 1820--l' t a
Convict*-- - E" - l
ibutes, of ", Womanhood, by which a woman
jT---- elf and was judged by husband
her neighbors ," 3 _ could divided
four L --- i virtues--piety, purity,
subi. `v e. , and )1. i i 21).
A proper lady, wife, and T_ was e'", _`.eC live up to
, i l $ __a 'Le who r - question 1 "..- a -.
-: R 'vir._ _ could - marginal-, from socie-
ty- be "6.L ,,. immediatel, an enemy of God, civili-
zation a of the lice (21).
i , and the i. P slavery, 19th Century
posi Black
._ were precluded f---- m_. i r Womanh-- status.
Understanding i:1-_:!, T 7, shatter sought to stereotypes,
con,-r. L is, such the alai icon
slave , and empower Black , w_4
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Laura Sells, however, maintains - it
"True Womanhood constituted a philos- '[-'-,al principle
she advocated in her discourse (341) Sells argues
thctc -----it piety and support of virtu -or
denoted acceptance of -- Womanhood's although
According r, "Religion or piety was the r
I-n -6.__t 1virtue, the source her strength" (21). suggests that religion valued did not t--
women -- l the Lc Welt
quotes a al writer r Ladies' 1-,T 4,
"'Religion ---Lctly what a woman _ needs, for it g--'L her
that ..J-r ,f' (22).
In contrast, - 4- _ , "God is able to fill
i i-- and understanding, dispel your
Arm yourselves prayer" ("Religion"
1) ° - -.'.iood's - r 4 l r '
objective r did as Sells claims, support _.
Stewart equally demanded -ty of and
temperance societies. _. nen " l from the
gambling board t. - dance-hall.- for we ooor and have
away" no money to throw (0). She I that they turn
their attention mental .- -noral --it. Stewart
1-T hed the Bible 
her right ispire, uplift, and 
-'r* i African-Amer-',c
-and their civil r71.
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Purity, according Welter, was essential to achieve
True Womanhood status to otherwise would considered
unfeminine, _-i,-tural, to be no woman at all but a i--_r of
a lower o 23). "A 'fallen ally
angel,' unworthy of the celestial company of her sex"
(Welter 23). As lave : --atives have - t° -- , -. , purity
was not a virtue allowed slavethe -- ,:-en who
it slaT----:,--ters later torture
vindictive slavemistresses.
Women, Biblically, 1- divided into tw
roles: the , the Virgin praised
Eve, the iicked temptress, who s a edly by
actions m from 4 Garden of i
19th Century, White women 7_ _ the 7 - _ 1
and Black -- - archetype. i e
depicted virtuous, pure, and innc --t,. not
worldly. According _l Giddings i L
Enter- on Race ar---.
by
were
iheir
D archetypal
it , and
her r
!type
sexual women were and
i Where
i 4 l'
Est l
reach ofThe White 
iife 
was 
hoisted 
high
that beyond th(! t,3 l
her husband. own Black > l r i a
other to the end of the scale, mistresses,
whores 4 ders (43).
c'_7, irt accused White of having "caused the
t, 'iters of `ca to c. -i i" .-- e and r i . .
making d .edly that it en who
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sexual r l " i lac women Religion
However, White women often slave bec.-,u--
they had been socialized institutionalized sexual
Ain't A_Ln For many..white 
-- , ® abolitionists the sole
ttl - force -z their 
- efforts
was the it to iDring an end to contact
,- white black female l They
were not ,-.--Jerned about the plight enslaved
black saving souls of white
men i m they believed
I acts of moral depravity (27-28).
religious ---tivated by convictions, w
attacked the injustice of C --ry not rz._1_' It is hooks'
contention that r,4 , ibolitionist women were more conce--_.,_
about - - 1, . [, welfare of African- ricans.
Rosalyn r r - ,y ° or .. antebellum r t ,_ --s who
involved w-2 romen's abolitionist grou' -Tell as
1 - - _L by events of the . w Abolitionist
Women's i s i 3 ',8 where African-American
were it w ell prc -I c.. -ir l 1
Grimke, ii-,e ll is-_ ... i -v few who
- r r : __ 31, C11 0 this
5
discrimination c-- -'-- of her intervention African-
American ------. were finally ("---- l 40). Among
those fries .- is -®-.i in attendance was Maria W.
membership St,-- 
(Bogin and Yellin 10). Africar-,- 
(-* . women had
been refused various antislavery iai do
bE---,me of the assumption made concerning it virtue.
BL-- women's bod`. were constantly subject to
interpretation, rr r" their r°- - .. and
"The bodies of 'i,-3n and slaves _
.1 1 4) All women were deemed inferior
because l their brains were smaller a
t were born with a uterus, it was thought that
all they could do was iv -' l l , erg l .11'I iv )
Black l subjected to this ideology
that whi-- V- slave as animal or beast. These
L,)ns prevented bothw m  -slaves 
political 
diurse. 
Thus,
For -,,ien and slaves the ability to L-< was
.- Lcated the a i z i o their
reclaim L .) from silent pi a
of oppression l symbol -t oppr ) ,
the body became, within is l
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The ale slave, a sold, r v4 - '
"feminism 
-pill abolition i its most g-, ' i 8 [ SI R
of the extent to which the human body may designate
identity" (--nchez-Eppler 94). Although .. .,.r feminists
discriminated against Black 
--- - i,, l i not preclude their
Black using F i i 1 symbols for the
feminist cause. By identifying with the slave, a _
.B. d. P > ic 
_. .a. A of the slave,, asserted
their right n , thus f- entiating
th--- -_ - " -- - -; f.,c their 111c 1 -s" in bonds. "The bound and
silent r 1 T' of the slave _t -- c-Ically represents
G' r --_,ession and so rz .A_ -- '--he white woman an acci ,
to political discoc- denied the slave.." (Sanchez-Eppler
)5).
The ,'re of le slave +. also proved useful in
abolitionist 
.
" 
frequently 
L s and was " White li 
i work. The
T^f or "Ladies 
- i Garr 'sonls
black pictured a - _-i on her knees and i .
it ran plea,, "Am I not a woman and a 1 rya
-hez-Eppler 96). --ticular horror al of
1t slave lay in the magnitude o her
_ 
_ -s to r for the i
their million one enslaved i .. 1' a l r.
96). Afr* 1 _ .7. .
5
for their abolitionist work. In "Bodily Bonds: The
Intersecting Rhetorics of Feminism and Abolition, 92,"
Karen Sanchez-Eppler states,
To the male abolitionist, the application of those
notions of modesty and purity that governed the
world of nineteenth-century ladies to the
extremely different situation of the slave must
have seemed a useful strategy for gaining female
support on an economic, political, and hence
unfeminine issue. Viewed from this perspective,
the language of feminine modesty simply reinforces
traditional female roles (Sanchez- Eppler 96-97).
Abolitionists emphasized the tradition of feminine
modesty to gain white women's support for abolition while
maintaining sexist Victorian standards. Therefore, in the
crossing of feminist and abolitionist rhetoric, the
status of the slave and the status of the woman could each
be improved by an alliance with the body of the other.
Both bodies were prisons in different ways, and for each
the prison of the other was liberating (Sanchez-Eppler
96). White women associated the females slave's position
with their own, asking that their husbands not be their
masters. In turn, female slaves and free Black women could
gain sympathy from white women by manipulating the 19th
century views on modesty. As Sanchez-Eppler illustrates,
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for the fE, la slave,, the frail t-, of the
bourgeois lady prc-'-ed not wr-'-- s but the
-_, 
virtue
and icacy :.
physical 
csed at once
moral. and Concern for c roughr-
and
treated --- __`ifined it m _ ire feminine,
and hence endowed i all the moral value
-__ illy attributed nineteenth-century
American womanhood (- itJ.ez-Eppler 96).
I.` ra White women in a dutiful role,
Victorian k-. . l i
Co.-- White men for -7 ican n.
Stewart pl ,Let me entreat y white brethren to awake
and our from di ,..'.,-)ation and our daughters from
ruin" (63). Her aim was both to _n White fer.
abolitionists' support t_ -i _ ' ® _ -_ a
making n l intc irse bet White
men I l --k women was not by choice but by force. Stewart
was adamant that i -t , Black not women, were the ones
i----ally corrupt, for y Pled Black
Stewart further d that L1_
br--- r n to labor.-
urged 
have 
ob-- ', 
'd our
them in vice, and raj-,-,- tI IF ji: irn" (63-64).
7_ 1 
X _ 
It .
r r1 _ piety, or -1".y virtue"
30). Stewart beli t religion and faith
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andcould unify them as a people support, boost, educate,
love one -1 r. Slavery had ----- irated
selling men, women, children and various plantations.
She 1.m _ -1 that because they had been is (' , i a
Sri l for them to come together. For united, Stewart
asserted, "their souls would -R fired i ) l
for freedom's 17,7 C. would They r tious to
distinguish e_ 1----. would They become proud to display
their 1 sty 31. For too l r" .-- -f
('= r,- humiliated i ignorance. - . so-id -s
to r k women, she called oi'- '--o her sisters,
110 -D of woman would -. l 3t *-_ to excel in
merit L -4 virtue,* would l store i i
_"elluseful ®-T'_ l 11 i. inf-
("Religion" 
31-32). The useful knowledge 
wi ld i it their
, Anna Julia r, Black ir.-, ' . i r,
and public e rf i ilt - +1 f save (colored
girls _. L l , _L d, train, t- In f
te- i i --hem" ! Just as _t _7 -. r believed
that Black W, --- 4 r
s,.__-_ l 
to the a -oli i -au 
_ -,e c -, Anna Julia C-),-.,-- ar47he fundamental God i
n r i , the re-training race, a
1 as the 
ground 
starting 
pint 
1
For Stewart, a for C-- piety and purity were
elevate fries 
- -- -_- _-1 .
As to the vvirtues of submissiveness domesticity,
according Welter, 11Y g-i -_ p
the -i- ise of the sties i °t-, _ -l" 
_
(37). Welter qu,*.
George burnap who, i i lectures entitled "The Sphere and-
i Woman,," argued that marriage
that sphere for iwhich woman originally
i 
.- d. which 
is so exactly 
fitted 
adorn and bless, as the wife, mistress the home, solace, the aid, and the counsellor
that [, world for whose sake alone the is of
. consequcr. 
to 
' 
_7 (Welter 
Submissiveness 
c 
_ i i 
-; ! ".&. i being good wife, and :)t-ier. Welter states, 11 S 
_-_ 
_` 
-, 1 -.I
perhaps the ,a f i i virtue cted of
women" (27). Women were irequired to be e` , weak,
l= submissive ( _[ d inferior (1 28).
ii and submissiveness, slave
could endured far more than these words ver -.-ibe.
They su:-f _',- r, is i , humiliation, oil,
r "femininity" a_ was an option. Yet,,
Sojourner _ v
could me--and artn't l t (II --. Ohio"
24)? wo -i- , .-hey were,, yet not accc -if the I L :2 R'S to
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which TTruth referred such as being helped into rr.°m __ , and
lifted v i .'- (Truth . worked No, they slaved
as hard as any man. rt ad tl A' issue
to a ri -t--: l white audience in a speech delivered
2
the New -_-_-.,-.nd Anti-Slavery Society.
0 ye p it sisters, i ° i r o-'
soiled, nerves 1_ r r
strained, lea , `. a! Had we had the
. 4-A '; . -1 have had, to `._` ove our
moral 
mental 
and faculties, 
would 
i C-- 
TI our intellects 
o i 
ri
our manners from dignified a
yours? ... And why are not our forms as delicate,
and ca constitutions slender,, as , -
r , "Franklin" 48)'"?
The r r latter to the _ a .-ion is simple:
questions 
""her 
free or 
I
r i point quite
clear. could How - i possibly ac-,* the
"femininity" required Cult of True anhood i.. 1
they e try ° , is .on,, nor as ht
free Black the Victorian of
domesticity i i were a lu : .,iot permitted
them for forced out of thE a i
sphere and i workforce. 
i 
_ asserts "bolition hadn-t the R taint of their I. "=--
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l , and converging social and r_ forces in the
1830's ae'__` a new challenge (46-47). -_ E? ".enge was how
survive "free" ,` D with little or I i i
overwhelming and an v-, -------- ,ing pre' 'i and
_a- 
i which 
_f 
- ® r getting 
During 
r se of industrialization, 
i I
prevented from working in factoil 3e whit! --,en did
-not want to r alongside c__
to the o tedious r' * occupations. (Harley 7,F
15 and Giddings 47-48). "Household r i-'I --
hcv- --.)ld Jobs 'formed by black who had
little or choice occupations" (Harley ). Most
worked as cooks, ''Is and
,, . education, little 
,
stereotype 
and the 20th
Century Stewart or' as a i for many 
----3 
--re L
her husband's a. Stewart was,
1c r, satisfied not to remain i this- i
are you wretched miserable? I reply, look at
many of the most worthy and most I- i of us doomed to
°l aJi kitchens" (Stewart, "Franklinsp- lHall" 48). 
education Without d , r Black
-- :oul do l little else n r, i L Ei l a iti e
-v-.- -)r , underpaid,, uneducztL - , and i Black
:ept "in place.
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I her treatise published i The Liberator, St t
challenged, "How long shall the fair daughters of
Africa be compelled to bury their -Is and talents
bc- f-i a load of iron pots and kettles" -'-)n 38)?
This sta-L- __ -!nt boldly q -:__'-ii -- J the status of African-
-y is in a ti when all but f slaves
A- n iwhite women, 
ii women, 
constrained Viian ethics to disguise what *.'-,alligence or talent
they ' -issed, hiding "their talents behind a napkin"
(Stewart r L-". -[,a -.i Ir 44).
In referring "fair c__ of i ,
term "fair" to de, -, `)e can -Amer i women would
v :- contentious ®i -I. blasphemous
Stewart's behalf. i rd had been used to describe it
men j omen, who r i er ll pleasing,,
light colored i ET 3 .1 ir:jiKt ae i i r
"fair" 486). E, z war. American standards of
beauty and _--ininity. The term t `11 can l to
SOM' -a who i r- and free -L-s_.i E; or stains
) fri zn. ,, is r stained i r-
3 sexual and exploitatici Whitethe hands 
of having They ,- 4.- dered stained for VL 
.
-1 who xi raped
seen as lost value n worth __ of
humiliation they endured -..,)ks L Wo-,- '- 53).
addition, the raping of Blac) tan =- 'ified by
assumption te that Black o initiators
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iril relationships for r( - ad as
sexual savages, as non-h------n (hooks 52). Using the term
"fair" 
describe 
fries 
rig 
_ I women, 
1. acc"-.!T !T .v pointing finger White for the conditions under which ' ._;;I- 
-i lured rapes,
physical exploitation humiliation, *.l fr ` i BL_-':
from blame for treatment. this mission
fri -a ri from their
ift upil can wretct and
degraded condition.
Stewart clear her efforts r for her
time and the future. S1_ concerned with 'i. --ving
life for the 
-. r 
` G l i for i reason placed 
_It E is on motherhood. However, Bogin and
l"' i _ ' i Sisterhood, argue "
like those followed her, blended i. i of "true
womanhood" and "republican motherhood" i the public S-,-''L
SUPT)C--A to be "responsible for the virtue - e character of
future generations,, 3 71y to
a r f their children democratic ideals of their
`i- r. m" (Swerdlow 3) True - -ihood and
C m 1( valued ..rod as a means to keep {
i it ,s ti sphere satisfy it narcissistic
need f r ._ ti _ ifeneration. Stewart i
--iist, her tof Black
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-aking who m cW lost her mother at early
valued rt understood 
children's need for 
their -- '-,-.er
and r Ir
0, ye mothers, )i E;i ili
you! ..It is you tm create must in t-- minds of
_ little girl- boys a thirst for knowledge,
love of vii-" the abhorrence of vice and
rne cultivation 
pure 
heart. 
will grow 
i their 
growing 
-of ':ue ,ice formed in the l 
1
it i ai e i dangerspr L (Religion 
3.
`i experience, ng what g --rs the
1 would l for these children. S l C- I_--
of the love, attention, i --,cation t- - r i d by
mother. Stewart _r had the opportunity
having children, her .j rly death preventing i
d r, she w4. ztood 
' parents 
-.t could 
- it children for the
i 'T,_ __ l battles life. particular, Black mothers
opportunity had the iculcate values i -
i for _ i _, a which was vital tor-n
the it for rights. i i b
.1 the homethese lL v. e -omen , Terrell, '--z and
r much a refuge r outside world ' r.
secure eE> --hrough it" 7
In her "Womanhood essay, Vital Element i .
eration and Progress of a ," Anna Julia r
similarly expressed -- -- a - for mothers:
Woman, Mother, -- your r-----_--r-.bility is one that
make angels i- '_le and f ear to ' l 
_` ':raining children is a task on which
an infinity or depends woe 2
Cooper was i that children were the next
generation. Both Stewart and ®- - believed i
mother's : . r v -- their children i _-
that t--., -ad been denied- so as Stewart
hoped, i [ it " ] intelligence [would]
greater than [theirs], and it children [would] attain
higher r , and it - ill hi,_
(Stewart 
m-
6)
To encou. audience, Stewart ri---
"discharged their duty it f _Ll
and it children reflect honor -1 ,r their gray hairs"
(36). °® i importance for mother educate
and it it children. a "You are not too
far advanced to instil[sic] r c' s into the
of your tender infants. Let them by no means
(1792), Marl 
1 
, political writer recognized ne of first feminists, e l i "the formation
mind must be begun r early, in
6
particular, requires judicious attention... tt
(151). Stewart Wollstonecraft 
r aware i ivi 'teal 
-itlity and basic 
.u 
-1 ".ated in
early childhood, stressed parents r
instruct _t, it chi',: r an early age.
Stewart-*s ," motherhood did not stem - True
Womanhood's ir(.- A-_1, a l c,- ian as 0.' and mother.
Ruth i Yellin, 
-' Giddings, iL -ofSells -_ -nt ®_ lized the 1, .
True Womanhood (.--gin and Yellin 4, Giddin-_ 30-52, Sells
341-347). i assertion neglects the power of motherhood
cultivate free' and ii r. 4ry to
fight for _,ition reover, they )re
the l _-ln cultural ri.- a in the
formulation ideas a values. - In "I., Black Woman
71 Family E_ , Carrie Allen ---.,-ay explains
"contrary {_- earlier [African-
__!ricans] were not cut off 1, . - r 'r it ri ,
i :s , a-.l a attitudes r transmitted
from genE_- 
_*--)n generation (70). i. 
emphasis 
t's motl, 
_ - ;;r 
ommunity 
- -t 4 West ,-.,'.can culture.
According to McCray, "Africans r",,el great "i'a on
mar., g , family - i°. kinship , and i i i
to the _ r family rr , society. i,° was a
strong 2 -n, of social responsibility" (From childhood
African .,n was r i . )f i her 69
age who she l (Mccray 17). r t i, spent
r i with each other than they did `-t their
hus"- 1-, (17). a pregnant, she would
leave for three at I i order r
for her baby ( 17-18). During child's fir
YcE- a woman-Is role of ' - -- sul e - - Aed that o-,-- -'.---e. A
woman had authority over her where own house lived
with 
her it r I l 
a _ i her 
house 
husband's per dal 
i (17). 
i ' 
° tant to r though,
that -..-. icans lived in a polygynous culture so that a
man would not be want of company,, I -* more than one
i ru
societies. Ii Da
_Daqghters_,_.-1-iale I i r
motherhood 
for the Nnobi society 
the irr--,tnce of
e in the specific rituals . " _ $. .
motherhood (72-74). _--idiume _-,c--ibes these rituals. Some
iwhich was for warding it spirits (74-75).
other . a occurred during r l_ - as ima ,
involving 
i plaiting of newly the 
_ --n I it and i her body i-- throat to waist
(74-75). r _1 , were ' , e after the child was born,
such a,. ----umcision (for eithel- (77).
lea S I N r 1.
t, Oyeronke
and of the o society. _r
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reveals for Yorubaland motherhood N° for all
women, young n i- - -i l . They Vv '
i communal culture there ---- a multiplicity of
mothers is meant that "child-rearing was not an
indivi( -i-.ized expE--. 4 -Ice that devolved only to '_-'_ersII
i asserts "Many able to
- . child-c---- responsibilities themselves, 4:-- i
lF rc numbers mothers i.l " i i ..i (R engage i
- -1 tever activities pleased" . -- a important
cause the Yoruba women r _ financially
-r their c'--dren (73). Their -,..-.'zed that
* culture
if tb -ot, working, -1 to watch over her
children. .J i , the African ")i -
than
The West i 1,o---,n was inder nt. She
_ ).ll is marketplace, often
becoiT 
What 
,b, r 
_ 
-ar 
rther 
- .t a her 
. p 
.,) l
not E ,, care of her,, rather,, she must earn her
T .< " . 18).
African L. _i-al in the __
zketplace controlling i _ si- as the
maki selling cloth, r, iing, and
selling various r 16).
i i quite different froii . _. _d. cult,-
traditionally r, -. -t in _.n it t _i _ a1_
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out to earn money. The exception to thL in the lower
class families 
--led two c , and for vi l- -5 who
awi--in from poorer-1 no means of support. In fact., classes worked before, 
_ during, 
and after :vi.. 
-ice :,
control 
Ue labor ad l'ttle
_ over 
_iey they !.--. 
.
St rt worked as a m a- during arly
of her life and, in just after husband's
death. c ' _I that as - , if any f.- -
®_ _ of color had an ---)rtunity of becoming rich
e 
-
respected,* but let us pr( L to a.-A-e any hi,,.--, our
generations 
and 
__nt (47). Stewart stated 
"As servants,, we
-:1 nloyer regards us no longer" (47). In "The Darkened
Eye Mary Helen Washington cc.,- t; that "several
- d talented all of
li(n had to --k, were denied access to the most ordinary
kind of -a, and therefore to any Ril )f economic freedom"
36). Consistent with her i o, Stewart - I
Black - - to "unite and build a store of [their]
own... [to] _ ill one h dry a go(- an,. other i
groceries" (38). She demanded they - i pirit of
bold and enterprising, fearl-m- and undaun,,-,,
(Religion 38). Stewart 
c' 
Black that if free were denied jobs, then t thould create it own.
criticized those r ss women who _t not prov,` -
7
Black girls with an al opportunity for fear losing
public °.r rya (45). "And such is the
-- 
-_ul force prejudice" (46).
Although n" _,,c a r --- , to work as a ai r
St-- 
---t was not content to bury her talents ideed mean, servi 46). Stewart argued
that it was horrible "to possess souls
aspiring after high and 1 acquirements, yet-ile confined by the chains of ignorance and poverty to 1continual drudgery toll" ("Franlin 
Hall" 
46). 
Being 
a
free 
Black 
c 
L 
I 
understood 
StE 
m(i'il 
position.
She continued:
Neith do I know of an, !nri
themse'LN by spending it live as house
("Franklin Hall" 46).
This a c r is V to the dictums of the True
n was n r
_t 1 do- which believed a woman
:was ruc in th,, m l science of
homemaking (Welter Stewart, however, believed 
"there are no chainc, 
-jalling t-D bind the soul,
and excli-` t from the field of useful and scientific
knowledge" ` "An Hall" 45). Hav.-*, been a maid,
r- - r 1,_ a a that c°, ' i s , -3 idle -Is and
minds busy, o allow -i time to cc:
their fate i life. In A ::m The Sir '-- written i
(sixty 1892 years of'- art), Anna Julia - ails
the various j°) -'A a toward women's ---!.tion
the very concept that women lt® i. 
- , all. She women - _c ed to be pretty and
flirty i . lu l , )Lrations,, no inherent
value, no duty to self (64-65). Cooper r ri that
There stimuli to encourage _
to 'he most of their I.-, ; and to welcome
development as a helpful in the
progress i s i , -. T.- their little
aspirations, any, r ill
and sn_- i embryo, i in, 1t at -ght
i of man's
prerogative 34).
Welter points _ - ` ! - r, " -- t '
--p these "L iii " idards and a their
priority their (3). J't -_r cared
others' Stewart homes. a - 7-1 that these tasks
-, __ promoted ignorance. i, I.---v? , a-;
Africa: Jri "strive to excel in D d
, - - r , z - prudence
t -jnomy are the road
wealth" ( Paula Giddings intE-r,-!ts this as
s--, at -' , .)r r " virtu( i i
7
2) A the term housewifery, read in context,
asking meant the manag-r- 
of a h -'i'.d"s budget. S"-,E 
----
t
was that 
-- 1 cd 
aside. set money i women be 'money could then fund the bu-4 'i-.-j of a so
as Stewart argued, the "higher branches of -Ljht
be enjoyed by ' ).
3,ounding the __,._Llicle of Deborah,
s_ _! Deborah! strike up a song," Stewart
exclal _d (Judges s
0, YE jhter.r Africa, e! ;e!
r - sl( ior slumber, but distinguish
yourselves. C z,.;h to 7orld that ye are
endowed noble .14° -aculties. 0,
daugh'-- of -.,ca! What have ye 112 to
l your i beyond the cr, What
have ye set before $.i .i i
foundation What have ye laid for o-,rrati(._
unborn? on and ove
,- . , - ' i '
i ®® -age, in her 1 E a.
1, 1 C. '7art&*s q-- ions set forth the personal and
14 roles which she )-_ _ i , and c a African-
Ameri c, would women aspire to talize themselves
--i.- examples through their enterprisin(-T Drts, lay a
foundation through edi-- --on, and unite for the benefit and
ae - all :sic j-. ,.
7
Stewart hoped that all Black women would work hard, be enterprising, money. 
°v
establish sure foundation for the education of f
_ -i and women. She l
jet our 
_ 7 1. instead of b ,own away as
heretofore, 
appropriated 
seminaries of learning for our children and
youth. ....The fi of light
view,* we have been taught toour
ca_®- -1 - !i , . - - bruteconsider
creation.- and v performed laborious
r of American drudgery (60-61).
uto l r sld r ' convictions.
stated:
T plain, +a let money be raised
scholarships i our colleges n
k. 
for 
l 
[ 
, worthy 
women, to offset C 
-'.
T- : or boys who will take theologyalway 
be 
).
Cc- was addressing t inequity within
fr ®_- where i-, . ,-can community ft.. _ r ra_ . to , r . i
x. - M® women. l answer question to the of .-V f i
9 ,; .
9, 
can-
--;s rl r.-. Ric i
att , --It, Cooper -,,o. i'Led that women are more
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quiet, "'They don't l called barrel
and i_.., ,6 - _ _ _ _ a '.--he hour every time they .k. _ _ __ , p they have
produced 
an idea" 
( Cooper 
lil-2-- 
r blows sarcastic i it L- -- with a caustic I oston, Stewart spoke to '. i fri.- 
--:can Female
I-'--lligence _ Society,. an c, 'zition dedicated to r
enlightening Black women. . e Boylan explains, in her
"Benevolence essay Antislavery Activity rice
`t in New - ind Bo_ , 1820-1840,11
Member of Boston's i s !-i -,.--"e
.p 113.E 
--e Society ... met to scuss i literature
or their own essays, thus iving reading,
rng, i i i- king abilities 
... The society collected for i in guest
122).
.1 that t _° influence _ laid not only within -.r
or 7 i in and a-,--. their , 'I-ity. I fact,
i society provided aid to members, i it i.
sick and furnishing i monetary
®r -sue i- -,Dn needed (Boylan 128).
L leaving 1833, SteT__. l
York re she t sufficiently her - _.._11
"According ill m j. ° coloredcai, 77
school, 'by 1845 more than sixty Black scholars were taught
by a Maria W. Stewart"' (Richardson xvi). This history
she was appointed assistant tofurther notes that " 1847,
the a `- , Hezekiah Green" (v) . This wasschool's
quite an ----- Dmplishment for a Black woman at that time.
i York, Stewart t - ' herWhile teaching
public speaking, political was active in women's
Black organizations and a lit society, and
r Antislavery N, :: ',.ion of 1837attended the (Ricl, 
. -)n 27). 3oylan explains that "Liter and
educat.1 -_ 7 societies _ important sources f
funds r ichildren's education... (Boylan 122).
L. 
.
promoted 
* 
- 7 following:
she We need never to think 
.t 
--cly is gc g to
I interested o , if we c not feel
L: . f or o (38).
~r believed if i . t: - if .l-._w _
1 r p it .4- when
responding to RoL __u Is c "'Educate WC I like
_ _t .R t h- re. . - our sex the less will-he 
more 
they 
..
, 
v
declared, "I do not wish them to have c- men.- but
themselves" (62). Stewart -l ing n on her
U-- --'-,tood thc -1 for women to develop the
7
independence and which Wollstonecraft wrote.
1 1852, Baltimore opened a pay
school (what would T- --- _ _ a- rig y '-school) for
and ni is (Stewart 98-102). However, Stewart
many students -- o c-i afford I not illars it cost.
Finances eventually forced her to close the school
and i 1863, she d to Washington D.C., where she
finally settled.
In -7 'Ai D.C., _. establi ," ,Aool which the
District c '-*ne with a ( ---,:)ol. Upon being
- - , her idEi+,..nation of Episcopalian
continue teaching, she rE - .1 and was 6` 1i [n .d 96-97). ° -It 'A ivs proven to be a very devout
i w ir- t 
_ convictions 
and,, regardless cost, she c never place anything zl_
faith. _ ---,It i . , , she had r stru----l-d to keep
her c l : n and found ® -- )l aj. to the point of
'ig but i was her faith that gave her to
school ,severe 
(Stewart 98-109). -.2 
therea-_ 
or-.,.-,zed
another pay whicl- Sunday school, day Dl,
3
African-American 
and night school (102-109). 
Stewart had encour. 
.
-- r n to iire an , .: -- on I to r;
funds to found schools, and it - hat to which she
life. Richardson points out -, -
!_ i -"_ oarliest call black women
7
traditions social anu political history,
their founders of
schools, 7v _ ..
education (20).
® r -- _ - the predecessor of r . Anna
Julia ' - ( L'aune. She understood
the importance of an education ana the r for women such
herself it schools, for she
didn't who - !A? Stewart encouraged T----.- .- to --_-1-ibit the
spirits of men... [and to] ... turn your attc i)n to kj----eL-_
and r N, rya 8 f _ _ 1 a power" (41). c1_- -;
The W11'__ ..s of practical
1 tion. It (r 'L . _L V- to forge a pass,
read a 
i r communi(.F,- 
distant oith helped )._ i 
_ - . r to learn
whole of the Bible a--. not just the limited
his master e L aim to know.
freedom it a the primary step to holding a job
knowing hat 
S not mere drudgery.- 
to .--dng the 
t-3--
the law; to followi-.
books. ("Education"
could ead and those who a P1°l tho,. 1 u--., - .
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the law and the rights of men and those who did not.
Nineteenth-century 1,--- relegated -,---®R it
husbands and black women to it slav------ ',ers. I
rights.
When --1--i-ied, t'-,-- civilly deadl- u-. rried,
were ..- ts with few Lllbilities for
u 1 regard', of -al and
soc, 1 is starus, were oppressed by the
husband cult of tru 1.1-:)od ell, "Vol. 1" 145).
S-'-- -t understoo(f - - 1. for L -r-- the 4f `_ii of her
left alone, abandoned, and i r a
Her "j .... , 1 wealth - l, he had willed to her A
White stolen by a n ho v_ laed her husband 
Jowed 
him I. ; l A , her husband 
i , had foughtmoney.
in the 
r 
_L812 
American due a pension s w° l en 
- L ' 
_ legal 
.- ' 
.
I wasn't it 1878 that Congress grante(
the widows of the War of 1812. Loui.-_ A
.1 very it pension office notified . '. she
investigate 1 1879 Hatton read h a a1
which had been made December 15, 1829 -- a Stewr..-
had " '' .led her husband's r - for fifty years of
working Fl"_ . -Tqling, mc---. ,he could have i. --I in her
schools (Hatton 92). Y - x, , i, Ll did receive
1
pension she invested the money in publishing a new edition
of her collected works with an added section entitled
"Sufferings During the War" which was prefaced by a group of
letters from friends and colleagues, among them Louise
Hatton.
Stewart understood what a poor political position all
women, but especially Black women, held. When in her speech
at Franklin Hall she spoke to African-American men, saying
"it is upon you that woman depends," Stewart was making
clear that legally women had no recourse (48). Giddings
suggests that this statement meant that Stewart was
subscribing to the doctrine of submissiveness (50-51).
Stewart, however, was just making a statement of fact, not
a value judgment. As Sojourner Truth argued "In the courts
women have no right, no voice; nobody speaks for them"
("American Equal Rights Association" 28). Stewart sought
to motivate African-American men to fight for abolition and
rights for all African-Americans. Stewart exclaimed:
African rights and liberty is a subject that ought
to fire the breast of every free man of color in
these United States, and excite in his bosom a
lively, deep, decided and heart-felt interest
(56).
Stewart thought that whatever effort they made, however
feeble, would be part of a larger collective struggle for
freedom and rights (53). Stewart, though a free Black
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woman, aware o rights Blacks had been denied.
Stewart declared:
v r 1 a the shadow, y have obtained the
i ; ".4 performed the labor, they have
received Zits; have planted the _'
p -n tne fruits o
She poetically contrasted t have" and 1- ,"
ti! which d possession,- yet for ass-.
different w -iii- The it ., --red to searching and
elusive working toward an goal, African-
Americans'
referred 
ri it , having i having had to r for it. She was eloquently
-i that African-Americans due for t had
been denied them.
St -t c, several to va--* abolitionist
literary societies in Boston and New York. A -_x
of these 1 by Blac- 4 Black women, having
been exc' r White al antislavery
efforts, were c,--.ie led to create their c i societies.
In "Political vicar rican Black 1, 11 Jewel
Prestage observes 
-, Some indicat r A the political sensitivity of
L c : women can be discerned f---
variety activities is , ,r
Records antislavery societies, .
3
editors of n ° > periodicals, and public
I. _ _p reveal names of Black women whose
energies and tal(-!n'-- were ted to the
abolitionist m
® -L was just such i_ a had been
called liter His message _ of freedom
i l.I ( i l for i-_ing an a i4 - :; - i t
status men and women 
in the stru-T,- St art sought 
to `-Ince
the African L t-,ni whole.
. l r
i _f a for us to i ,.-,'A our hands
1, _ hanging V bulrushes,
lamenting our i ,y condition, 
ighty effort, 
arise. and if no one will
prc---- - 6, or resp let us p c o, .e
r l ® (37).
Stewart did not want f- relying _ J
Americans, li e a if ,. rigl°t they
-d them. She i upon f lacks
unite need to frc bound brothers sisters.
-,.--Ter -,, could strengthen and champion one another.
Stewart rc l .. ` F "Without efforts, shall never
be a people, r our descer- -t, after us" (St.- 53).
ShE l . r African-American
rstood ti they were the most c- _--,sed an( ded
rights. - -_ -""
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o woman, woman! Upon you I call; for upon
your exertions almost entirely depends whether the
rising generation shall be any thing more than we
have been or not. 0 woman, woman! Your example
is powerful, your influence great; it extends
over your husbands and your children, and
throughout the circle of your acquaintance.
Then let me exhort you to cultivate among
yourselves a spirit of Christian love and unity,
having charity one for another... (55)
Stewart sought to empower African-American women with
the strength, courage, and love necessary to unite in the
struggle for the liberty and rights they deserved. Anna
Julia Cooper similarly entrusted Black women with the task
of advancing and promoting their brethren:
Only the BLACK WOMAN can say 'when and where I
enter, in the quiet, undisputed dignity of my
womanhood, without violence and without suing
or special patronage, then and there the whole
Negro race enters with me' (31).
Stewart encouraged Black women to become active and
be aware of the prejudice, power, and politics which had
denied women their rights and enslaved Africans.
Belonging to both these groups, the political experiences
of Black women had been reflective of their status of dual
oppression (Prestage 245). For this reason, Stewart urged
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for your L rI., - Know the reason that you
attain cannot . 11 Maria W. wart was the first to
emr 
-, Black 
n 
such is the firms public 
-and representation of la F- Feminism.
e
1 All thi ,7 All J L Men But
group Some f U 
e (1982), the 7 
hee River Collective,
lac Feminists, printed their landmark
essay " Feminist Statement" they discussed
the genesis r-""` _ - Dr lac r- v -'sm, their
. .i f, n Black Feminist issues 7 r practice. Although
Maria Stewart live over century her philosophy
1- als of Black Feminism outlined by
A the values and
the ac '-.hee River .
According r River Collective,
sexual L nists F- to be 
aware of ial oppression and 
the
i is are in the J, Black
women from within without i_ A__ r
community "".ective 14-16). In her speeches and essays
Stewart Bs her - -!nda based on religious
col - e m zl convictions. r
movement and i her time the r "Femir,. had not _ p
coined, she, none . l incorporated tenets.-
supporting . . rights, ation, i work --tunit-*
Laura coo - - - s _ "While ic, a i ha i,
break the barrier separate for v she was
6
part of a vanguard of women who challenged
prescribed "(347). , r a
first women such as - ; , Wright (1824) and the Grimke
sisters (1836-1838', sought break (: . I- 'riers by
placing on al position i (Campbell,
' i! 17-22). 1. subverted ri r p
r -- ,_ La I. "womanhood" both l her words and in
her actions. She believed --.Lt a W- had
right e d -city of ro". not just those which men
deemed ] -( 'l discus as . her, L - r,
judge, F!. , student , 4 .;. 4 r , speaker, R ,
try _ ,. r, activist, and leader. Stewartls life was an
- --. " of what a woman could - -,l - I ing been, at
one i A , most of the above. A, t
specifically r r-id to these i. c she ,
framework where i ili -' s for endless.
was focused i end-L- -- ; r , :1 i lice,
and iri- civil rights. There stood the difference
early between 1 century I a Black activists.
While l _ r: a from the "Tr--
womanhood" J - e t- !L- i it lac
s tru g' to break free Lron chains. TI-
f such 
as 
-p -
_- , Stewart, endured r .A - ,
shared a suffered i i sisters i bcni-
Having been excluded from most female nil _ 30Wi--`
Black women activists c- ,i `a establish their own
C Azations where a n such r r actively
''Ang for abolition.
i qr lation continued ri I
r 19th to the - - r During
P-), - nt of 1960 -s,, B", _.k women,' s i , _s and concerns
r ill Rivernot being addressed. 
The Combahee 
le r 
_ .- jomen 
_ 
.
develop a politics that is acist, unlike those of -,i-',-e
(14). ove all, the i , _ -*. i from
t are inherently valuable and
that their 11,-_ i-)n is a r. - ssity because of the human
-or autonomy (15).
c,. T advance the status of the
_` doing
-C e _y as and in
d the -,al r' -t
° 1 n .,en to id civil
rights,, fir had to be recognized as being human.
shared The experier-, if i i in nc -r ._ -2
humiliation, torture -- , endured ,d ind free
pe_ I -.-;E!d African-l___ - can men and women. In
fiessay, "The Black Vc n and Family of , Carrie All
explores - _ uric - _ in ican-
Americans'. one of the most i [. Acant -its
' r -- , °;tic
( ) This, accord*.r to ] , can be rraced to the
following sources: :erica cultural heritage, the
$1 i roles" into is African-Americans r placed
becau social L. a economic situations, strong
religious i i -- or -_ . l
i i order survive 
-
_ 
_iv c-- Ll forces knew so well (---ray 70). This was true for sl- and
those wl-o -r free,, li _ , Lr
The ®_ - o_-e Collect-._,_ - l - I_ 1. r
historical, political, and economic
positions African-American .,, li l and how i
continues affect ther 'he 20th ° ,.- (14). They
rstr-. the r _l for awareness of Black women's _ "place" i
society. _ a very e of Black s
political economic and it history, and her
rican a - ..
As state rl, Stewart's .11-4; on motherhood,
it r i - a- P - - .- .` --it was ----. d i her
Eric her-*- Africans placed value
_motherhood, --- i t unity, k_., ... 4- -Donsibility
to the it ( r 7 Black slave women c,--.
from a --ire in wb he it r
responsibility for Lors, and i. al_ W
in a social sit-- e2 which demanded _ i her car, a
role her children ilr of other l ,-
_1 . children ( r 71).
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Also keeping with her African heritage, Stewart
9 Black to become ants 
_, > and I .
that they deserved equal economic 
_ °a. i
angered was r c m 'icans spent l% l l i
Whiti 'n"s c:)- _' !---s and not their own. The Comb,' River
Collective belie that in order to end opj Y_ ion
political-economic : t°' .. need to be : . r
stated, " r°i - . -i 1. is ® -I-; ,v ' li work must
be organ'-, - for the col tive I -,i h- of o do the
work n create for the profit
(Collective the b )® 9.: art, 1 r, _ o
subscribe social:. firstly r
and was the ,
socialist it l ._.® encour
African-.--!rican w-__ i to -- _,ticipate in the economic
community, urging en. 9-- r (38).
However, she did k I all should be
given L 
,. have 
the opportunity 
f , and Black girls f fear 
_º losing public rc. -)
Thirdly, Stewart lia 'r _d, o socialists, in g.L
mutual aid and - - r she,, unlike r,
d -jut Christian. E!- des--.-., to help others came f
belief in Christian principles love and charity.
Christianity. Many activists, such as Walker ..th,
l called .- --d freedom and rights.
Strong religious beliefs unified i i
_,' 
.i , i T. i various slave
A i , and the rise of evangelism, i . --I-es such
as Jarena Lee and Julia
The need for mutual i which rcte, was
helping ;,l s escape via the underground
°l 
abolitionist 
literary societies prov i ded ,-t,, education, and food and money whenever
possible. Africar -ice heritage, i +-
bondage, and suf-- '. J'ch _6 activists to
join it brethren in their struggle.
However, placedwomen such as Ste, t and Truth never ights the African-American 
- r their own. Black
1- i'sts from 19th Century women like 'r -
Century - i of the gal, Collect.L-. challenge
patriarc notions z 6_ Ai , confront 3nic
seek to ® i , and, most importantly, -wer
Black 
c 
9 i reflect 
Sri 
°. 
-made 19th C 
--y such as Stel-
Black women --_ e i,. They to all
America 9 ca: i m , i
partisans of y ac',-
_ rights, 1
ri,,it_,, black rights, the r.- to 'v I - to
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and to - (35-36).
Their experiences afforded them the vision necessary to be a
driving forte i Black activism. Et ---rt was the first such
African-American 
a 
.p 
speak ana 1~ published. 
. ' roc i Black
their omen to be ---d of duality and face the'
and - " _ woman and a ?"
all, life 
. --Dle of the human stood as an will, choice. the freedom of Slaves 
-i - chains,
Blacks Free 1 i -.ribed w - -, and - 11
were i Ol within -_ Stewart, however, was
unfettered _--hese :: i-ts. With faith, r , a
the strength of her o i ', she s,. ,i off these
shackles travel down a path of err 7
r o: . , own life. actions
i _, i --fAduals to i t to t1, - i t
--- L_ _o reality in theand to the lives all i
9
CH T S-L "'ED '' _ a VOICES 1T
1. In this t' as a means of CL ----- ,ison,
or "White -*,,--ans" r to Caucasian, U.S. Citi7 1,.
Within the context of 1 - Century this -,-ft is
1, -)lders orsr nterchan-, y with Sou" A.- D
I'Whi`-, were abolitionists. S-..-,- t uses -i, j-s" when
the term toalluding to E; - wh4 author E
the i 7' tribes in Africa. " -° - t
3e )f African I Whereas,arc living ir
ck l_. r_ is vision of political
unification opposing 1_-i _ for civil rights,,
,m
e.g. acti 7).
2. Note that Maria's maiden r li( have a m-2cl!
initial, it was her 17--')and"s. In to claim her
widow's pension she St,-Lt 
"ever s,.i 
of 1- 
-,,aid I ave -i -i name with a as a " middle
letter... T became her 1 Y.- Stewart., Maria W.
1,:ary ,.,t to Claim of i1ow for SerN
I" Richardson.
Bloo 1 1. Indiana ersity Pr 1987. A-,. D.
3. This is a ]° of Is disc ion on Bl
". Oxford a , 1987. 95.
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sisters 4. The Angelina ani-, rah .. '- r
1 _ 1 is I~, king fr- 1836 to
1838 (C------ell "Volume olume 1" 22).
5. In the p - of k !r 1 ® -)r il
- -,-i,-ley 
-rd that the 
_1(1: be victorious in the
9 a ' _ l tioi- i . (the slaves) should
r - "generous ." -itley is the fir African-
ican
2. This poem ,,3ices in Amer" for
. --Lf - G Wheatley,*s intention here is
C. a She wishes for _.a_ ,._.1.. a free . and with
her own. The in of the "iron chain" is an
rent 1. , -y the end of Ty
l sable race.
3. . .,iote the Biblical sour( n
are provi xi1
S, :t (Ric -1son Note" xix).
Richard.- r this reff-c to
1 where the Lori pursue t',,
him and would 
_
obvious
canny for
e w. . h. Q b
not
. a
bject of
...rl .. +o, and r L all nations ... Yet,
Biblical ' in Amos more , , > - 4
"They him who reprov at the gate/ abhor and him who
truth" (Amos 5:10).
1 -American
1. In e:7,- 117-2 _.riri on Against Afro
Women in the W-:- - c 1830-1920,11 Terborg-Penn
ref_-_-_-s, was the rule r than thc on within the
woman's rights iT)-_- .-n the 1830's to 192011 (17).
2. ThE __l _7 England Anti- _v began an
all, '----e, l l - -led by William
Tel- Garrison, publisT.-- - '--_-A r where r I
ys were published. --r, Gar
agreed to m"t 
7s into their 
organization,
although 
Is gr up
r _ unequal r
lC _ i c -L ironic since the organization
was meant r Ll -,. r- ;1- and oppression.
Shirley Yee, J. "Or-3 ing for --i Justice: Black women
the . t i l Antislavery
so(, 183'9 Black -2---ica.
Marie - l ° o . 3
3 <i c%
101" Ls, 11 in ai i to the ri_ 
---)red 
- Is Fri 
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APPENDIX -- A
Pubtishers fo the Tate Gallery
London. Liverpoot and St hves
Tate Galery Pubtshng Urnted
Maiban, London sUIP ORG
Fax 017 F 8 7
EL\K IN THE FO)LLOW'INGCTHEWORK O RSQTED I\\
FORMATS:
w-
]7m
Colour Prints
t0 x8
A4 [12x101
A3 {16x12l
20x 16
20x24
20x30
£ 16.0
21.00
£ 400
£ 68.00
£ 311)0G
£ 100
£120.0
BackiandWhite
6x8 £3
coloutrSie
Please note that the prints and th 35mmn slides are supplied for lecture purposes and privato
use only. Reproduction from both forrnats is strictly forbidden due to copyright
reg ulations.
In order to purchase any of the above please contact the Tate Picture Library at the above
address. We accept payment by credit card except Amex], cheques in sterling drawn on a
London Bank, International money order or Eut
Gallery Publishing Ltd"
qp
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Jennifer Anne G
March 22, 1998
Tate Gallery Publishing Limited
Millbank, London SW1P 4RG
To Tate Picture Library:
I would like to order a 7x5 print of Sonia Boyce's
Missionary Position No.2 with permission to include it in my
Master's thesis. My Master's thesis will not be published, this
is for private use only. Please cha ge the sixteen pounds
to my credit card:
Jennifer Anne Garcia expiration date: Please
send this as soon as possible. Should, due to processing, this
not be sent until after April 10, 1998 please send the print via
Express Mail and charge my credit card for the extra postage. If
there are any queries please call me at ( ) or email
me at:
Sincerely,
ennifer Anne Garcia
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Jennifer Anne Garcia
March 22, 1998
Houghton Library
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts
To Houghton Library:
I would like to order a 4x6 print or copy of "Am I Not A
Woman and a Sister" the Logo from the Ladies Department of
William Lloyd Garrison's The Liberator with permission to include
it in my Master's thesis. My Master's thesis will not be
published, this is for private use only. Please let me know
if there is any charge for the print or postage. I would
appreciate it if you would please send this as soon as possible.
If there are any gueries please call me at ( ) or
email me at:
Sincerely,
Jennifer Anne Garcia
10
THE HOUGHTON LIBRARY
HARVARD UNIVERSITY . CAMBRIDGE MASSACHUSETTS 02138 - TELEPHONE 617 495 244
April 2, 1998
Jennifer Arme Garcia
8830 SW. 19 St.
Miami, FL 33165
Dear Ms. Garcia,
Thank you for your letter of March 22. We can supply you with a 4 x 5 b & w print of this logo
from The Liberator for $29.0 including rst-class mailing and h:ndling.
We require prepayment by check, payable to the HARVARD COLLEGE LIBRARY sent to me
at the above address. Once I have received your payment, processing will take about three weeks
I hope this is helpful and I look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely,
Jennie Rathbun
Houghton Reading Room
il
Jennifer Anne Garcia
April 7, 1998
Houghton Reading Room
Houghton Library
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
To Jennie Rathbun:
I would like- to order a 4x6 print of "Am I Not A Woman
and a Sister" the Logo from the Ladies Department of William
Lloyd Garrison's The Tiberator with permission to include
it in my Master's thesis. Enclosed is a check for the
amount of $29.00. "I would appreciate it if you would process
this as soon as possible. If there are any queries please call
me at ( ) or email me at:
sincerely,
Jennifer Anne Garcia
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APPENDIX C
Mrs. Stuarts [sic} Farewel Address to the People of Color of
this t, was delivered the 18th ns a the Schoo Room in Bel-
kaph Stto acrowded audience The meetng -- opened with a
orayer by Mr. Dale, and the addresswa dee. in terstngi
7> Lb:/m:o e teer 1833
Ms. Stewart's Farew eli Address To Her
Friends In The City Of Boston
Delivered Septernber 21, 1833
"Is this vile world a friend to grace,
To help me on to God?"
Ah, not For it is with great tribulation that any shall enter through the
gates of the holy city [Acts 14:22).
MRepcted Friends,
You have herd m obser-e that the shortness o tme, the cer-
tainty of deat, and the instability of all thin s here, induce me to
turn my thoug :s from earth to heaven, Borne down with a heavy
load of sin and shame, my conscience Filled with remorse; consider-
ing the throne of God forever guiltless, and my own eternal condem-
nation as just, I was at last brought to accept of salvation as a free gift,
in and through the merits of a crucined Redeemer.* Here I was
brought to see,
Tis not by works of righteousness
That or o hans hedone
But nding saved the aoni"
Abunding throughth Son.
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After these convictions, in imagin
feet of Jesus, clothed in my right n
tossed to and fro, in a storm at sea.
te dangers Ih escapedand then
and all the powers of my mind to
h e fo h; yea, even for evrmore
I found that reli ion was full o b
and peace in believing, and I felt
come out from th world and b e
tized. Methought I heard a spiritua
drink of that cup t at I have drank
baptism that I have n baptized
heart rmade this rpy: Yea, Lord, I
hopes. I was filled with pprehens
found that sin still lurked wthin; it
ation I found myself sitting at the
ind. For I had been like a ship
hen was I g when I realized
I concrated my sou an body,
his ervie and from t time
amen.
ne olence; I found there was joy
as though I was commanded to
parate; to go forward and be bap-
l interrogation, are you able to
of? And to be baptized with the
with IMatthew 20:221? And my
am able. Yet amid these bright
fears, lest they er fse.
wa hard for me to r nounce all
for Chrst, when I saw my earthly prospe cs blasted. , how bitter
was that cup. t I drank it to its very dreg. I ws hard for me to say
thy will be done;t I was made to bendn kis the rod. I was at last
made willing to be anything or nothing, for my Redeemer's sake. Like
many, I was anxious to retain the world in one hand, and religion in
the other. Ye cannot serve God and mammon [Matthew 6:241"
sounded in my ear, and with giant-strength, I cut offm: rig hand, as
it were, and plucked out my right eye, and cast them from me, think-
ing it better to enter life halt and maimed, rat er tan ha ing two
hands or eves to be cast into hell [Mark 9:43. Thus ended these
mighty conflicts, and i received ths heart-cheering promise, "That
neither death, nor life, nor principalities, nor powers, nor things
present, nor things to come, should be able to separate me from the
love of Chri Jesu, our Lord [Romans 8:38 391
And truly, I can saywith St. Paul that at rn conversion I c o the
people in the fulness of the gospel of grace {Romans 15:29. Having
spent a few months in the city of- previous, I saw the flourishing
condition of their churches, and the progress they were making in
their Sabbat schoo l viied their Bible clas es, and heard of the
union that existed in their Female Assciations. On my arrival here,
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not fnding scarce an individua who felt interested n these subjects,
and but few of the whites, except Mr. Garrison. and his friend, Mr.
Knapp; and hearing that those gentemen had observed tha female
influence was powerful, in soul beame ired w a holy zeal for
your cause; every nerve and muscle in me wa ngaged in your be-
hlf.lfl thatl hda great work toprform and ws in haste to
rnake a professon of my faith in Christ that I might be about my Fa-
thers busin Luke 4]. Soon aft r I made this profession, The
Spirit of God came before me, and I pke before many Whn go
hom, reflecting on wh t I had sad I elt ash red, and knew nt
here I should hide myself something aid ithin my breast,
Tress forward, I will be with h ee." And my heart made this reply,
Lord if thou wilt be ith me then I will speak for thee as long as I
ti And hus far I have exery reason to beliee that it is the divine
influee of the Holy ?pirit operating upon mx heart that could pos-
siblv induce me to make the feeble and unworthy efforts that I have,
But to begin my subect: "Ye hae eard that it bath been said,
whoso is anry wth his brother without a ause, sh lI be in danger of
the judgment and whoso shal say to hs brother, Raca, shall be in
danger of he council. But whoesover sh1all say thou fool, shall be
in dnger of hellfre Martt ew 5:22]." For several years m heart as
in co ninu s :orrow. Ad I believe that the Almighty beheld from his
holy habitation, th affliction wherewith I was alicted, and heard the
false misrepresentations wherewith I was misrepresented, and there
was none to help. Then I cried unto the Lord in my troubles. And
thus for wise and holy purposes, best known to himself, he has raised
me in the midst of my enemies, to vindicate my wrongs before this
people; and to reprove them for sin, as I have reasoned to them of
righteousness and judgment to come. "For as the heavens are higher
than the earth, so are his waxs above our ways, and his thoughts
above our thoughts [Isaiah 559]. I believe, that for wise and hol
purposes, best kown to himself, he hath unloosed my tongue and
put his word into my mouth, in order to confound and put all those
to shame that have rose up against me. For he hath clothed my face
with steel, and lined my forehead with brass. He hath put his testb
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rmony within me, and engraven his seal on my forehead [Re e[tion
9:4]. And ith these weapons I have indeed set the fends of earth
and hell at deance.
What if I am a woman; is not the God of ancient times the God of
thee modern days? Dd he no raise up Deborah, to be a mother,
and a judge in Israel[Judges 4:4}? Did not queen Esther save the lives
of the Je? And ary Magdalene firt declare the resurrection o
Christ from the dead? Come, said the woman of Samaria, and see a
man that hath told me all things that ever I did, is not this the Christ
St. Paul declared that it as shame for a woman to speak in public
yet our great High Pres and Advocate did not condemn the -oman
fora more notorious offen than this; neither wil he condema this
worthless worm. The bruied reed he i not hr ak, and the smok-
ing flax he will not quench, till he send forth judgment unto victory
Did St. Paul but know of our wrongs and deprivations, I presume he
would make no objections to our pe ding in public for our rights.
Again; holy women ministered unto Christ and the apostles; and
women of refinement in all ages, more or less, have had a voice in
moral, religious and political subjects. Again; why the Almighty hath
imparted unto me the power of spe _ng thus, I cannot tell. And
Jesus lifted up his voice and said, I thank thee, 0 Father, Lord of
Heaven and Earth, that thou ha st hid these things from the wise and
prudent, and has re ld them unto babes: even so, Father, for so it
seemed good in thy sight {Luke 10:21]."
But to convince you of the high opinion that was form d of the
capacity and ability of woman by the ancients, I ould ref ou to
"Sketches of the Fair Sex." Read to the 51st page, and you N ill find
that several of the Northern nations imagined that women could look
into futurity, and that they had about them, an inconceivable some-
thing, approaching to divinity. Perhaps that idea was only the effect of
the sagacity common to the sex, and the advantages which their natu-
ral address gave therm over rough and simple warriors. Perhaps, also,
those bbararians, surprised at the influence which beauty has over
force, were led to ascribe to the supernatural attraction, a charm
which they could not comprehend. A beet, however, that the Deity
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nore readily cornmunicates himself to women, has at one time or
other, prevailed in every quater of the earth- no only among the
Germa ns and the Britons, but all the people of Scandinavia ere pos-
sssed o it. n the Grceks, women de iv red the Oracles; hc
respect the Romans pad to the Sibyls is well known. The Jews had
their prophietess. The prediction of the Egyptian worn obtain d
much credit at Rome even under the Emperors. And in the most bar-
barous nations, a things that have the appearance of being super-
natural, the mysteries of religion, the secrets of physic, and the rites
of magic, were in the po ses ion of women.
If such women as are here described have once existed, be no
longer astonished then, my brethren and friends, that God at this
eventful period should raise up your own females to strive, by their
example both in public and pri ate, to sist ehos who are ende vor-
ing to stop the strong current of prejudice that flows so profuselv
against us at present. No longer ridicule their efforts, it will be
counted for sin. For God makes ue of feeble means sometimes, to
bring about his most exalted purposes.
In the 15th century, the general spirit of this period is worthy of
observation. We might then have seen women preaching and mixing
themselves in controversies. Women occupying the chairs of Philoso-
phy and Justice; women writing in Greek, and studyg in Hebre.-
Nuns were p tese: and women of qulit Divines and young girls
who had studied Eloquence, would w'th the sweetest countenances
and the most plainve v-oie, pathaly ex ort the Pope and the
Chrisian Princes to declare war a:'ins th T ' Won in those
days d'evote d their leisue hours to contemplation and udy Tne re-
ligious spirit which has animated women in all ages, showed itself at
this time. It h made them by turns, martyrs, apostles, warriors, and
concluded in making them divines and scholars.
Why cannot a religious spirit animate us now? hy cannot -e be-
come divines and scholars? Although learning is somewhat requisite,
yet recollect that those great apostles, Peter and James, were ignorant
and unlearned. They were taken from the fishing boat, and made
fishers of men.,
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Inth 13h centura younglad oBolo
su o the Lain tanguage and of the laws.:
she proneund a funera ocation in Latin
Bologne. And to b admitted as an ora
of indulgence o c. uof her youth or
went-six, she took the degree of Doctor of
to expound the Institutions offustinian. At t
reputation raised her to a chair, where she
gious concourse of scholar from al natior
and accompishmentsofawomnt all the
suc ws the power C her e'oqu nce, tha
mired when her tonu wa:s silent.
ned e d herselto the
the age of twenty-three
in t grea church of
r, she had neither need
ofhr: sxAt the geof
Laws, and began publicly
h age of thirt her great
ught h taw to a prodi-
nShe jined the charms
knowletdg of aman. And
ther beauty~ wa oly ad-
What if such women a are here described should rise among our
sable race? And it is not impossible. For it is not the color of the skin
that makes the man or the woman but the principle formed in the
soUL Brilliant wit wishine, come from whence it will; and genius
and talent wil not hide the brightness of its lustre.
But, to return to my subject; the mighty work of reforraion has
begun among thi:s p opt The dark clouds ofno rnce are dispers-
ing. The liht of science is bringfot Knowledge is beginnig to
flow, nor witt its morat infuence be extinguished till its refulgent
rays have spread over us fm Ea to West, anid from North to South.
Thus far is this mighty wor beun, but not as yet accomplished.
Christians must awa tram ther slumbers. Religion must flourish
amnongi them before the church wit b uilt up in its purity or im-
morality be suppressed.
Yet, notwithstanding your prospts are thus fair and bright, I am
abow to leave you,-- perap nee enore to return. For I >acd i is no
use for me as an idividuat to try to nake myself usefl am ong my
color in this cite It vas cn mpt for my moral nd reigious opin-
ions in private that drove me thus before a publi. Had experience
more ptn showsn me that it was the nture of man to crush his
fellow, I should not have thought it so hard. Whrefore, my respected
friends, let us no longer talk of prejudice, till prejudice becomes ex-
tinct at home. Let us no longer talk of opposition, till we cease to
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ppose our own. For while these exit exist to talk is like giving
breath to the air, and labor to the wind. Though wealth is far more
highly prized than humble merit, yet nne of thee things move me.
Having God for my friend and portion, what have I to fear? Promo-
tion cometh neither from he East or Wt, and as long i is the will
of God, I rejoice that I am as I am; for man in his best estate is alto-
gether vanit. Men of eminence have mostL - risen from obscurit
nor will I, at hough a female of a darker hue, and far more obscure
than they, bend my head or hang my harp upon willows [Psalm
137:2]; for though poor, I will virtuous prove. And if it is the wilt of
mx heavenly Father to reduce me to penury nd want I am ready to
say amen, even so be it. "The fox ha e h and the birds of the
air bae nests, but the on of man hath nt whre to lay his head
During the short period of my Christian warfare I have indeed
had to contend against the fiery darts of the deil. And was it not that
the righteous are kept by the mighty power of God through faith
unto salvation, long before this I should haVe proved to be like the
seed by the way-side. For it has actually appeared to me at different
periods as though the powers of earth and hell had combined against
ne, to prove my overthrow. Yet amids thir re attempts, I have
found the A!mghty to be "a friend that sticketh closer than a brother
Proverbs 18:2 ." He never will forsake the soui that leans on him;
though he chastens and corrects it, it is for the soul's best interest
"And as a Father pitieth his children. so the Lord pitieth them that fear
him [Psalm 103:13)."
But some of you have said, "do not talk so much about religion,
the people do not wish to hear you. We know these things, tell us
something we do not know." If you know these things, my dear
friends, and have performed them, far happier, and more pros-
perous would you now base been. "He that knoweth the Lord's will
and obeyeth it not, shal be beaten with many stripes Luke 1 : 42).
Sensible of his I have, regardless of the frowns and scoffs of a guilty
world, plead [sic up religion, and the pure principles of morabiy
among you. Religion is the most glorious theme that mrtals can con-
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and when our day of deli erance comes, God will provide a way for
us to escape, and figh hi own battles.
Finally, my brethren, let us follow after godAlinss, and the things
which make for peace. Cultivate your own minds and morals; real
merit will elevate you. Pure religion will burst your fetters. Turn your
attention to industry Strive to pl as our employers. Lay up what
y6" can. And remember, that in the grave, distincto. withers, and
the high and low are a'
But I draw to a conclusion. Long will the kind sympathy of some
much lo 'ed fedriite on thi ablo t o m , ?specal
hose kind mdiiduas ho ha'e stod by me like pitying nge
and befriended me when in the midst of difhculty man blessings
rest on them. Gratitude is all the tribute I can offer. A rich reard
awaits them.
To m unconverted friends, one and all, I would say, shortly this
frail tenement of rnine will be dissolved and lie mouldering in ruins.
O, solemn thought et wh, 'hould I revolt, for it is he glorious hope
of a ble'sed immortality beond th' rave tha t h supported me
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thus far thrugh this vale of tears. Who among you will strive to meet
me at the right hand of Christ. For the great day of retribution is fast
approa hing and who shall be able to abide his coming 'You are
forming characters or etern. As you ive 50 l you die; as death
leave you, o judgren wil find you. Then shall we receive the
g orious welcome, Come e blessed of my Fathr inherit the king-
dom prepared for you from before the foundation of the world
[Matthew 2:34] Or, hear the heart-rending sentence, "Depart e
cursed into everlasting fire prepared for the devil and his angel
Matthew 2-41)." When thrice ten thousand ears have rolled aw a
eterni will be hut ust begun. Your ideas il bu just begin to ex-
pand. 0, eternity, wh can unfathor thine end, or comprehend thy
beginning.
Sarly belDVed, I have made myself contemptible in the eyes of
many, that I might win some. But it has been like labor in vain. Paul
may plant and pollos water, but G alone giveth the increase {I
Corinthians 3:6).
To my brethren and sisters in the church, I would say, be ye
clothed with the brea -plate of righteousness, having your loins girt
about with truth [Ephesians 6:14 prepared to meet the Bridegroom
at his coming {Matth 2):1-131; for blessed are those servants that
are found watching.
Fare ell. In a few short years from now, we shall meet in tse
upper regions here parting will be no more. There we shall sing
and shout, and shout and sing and make heaven's high arches ring.
There we sall range in rich pastures, and partake of those living
streams that never dry. 0, blissful thought! Hatred and contention
shall c e, and we shall join with redeemed millons in ascribing
glory and honor, and riches, and power and blessing to the Lamb that
was slain, and to him that sitteth upon the thron Nor eye bath seen,
nor ear heard, neither hath it entered into the heart of man to con-
ceive of the joys that are prepared for them that love God. Thus far
has y life been almost a life of complete disappointment. God has
tried me as by fire. Well was ware that if I contended holdly for hs
cause, I must suffer. Yet, I chose rather to suffer aflction with his
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